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Officer shortage deepens at MPD

11. ii-z. I i I i--,

Need Line
seeks food
applicants
Need Line will be accepting
applications for Christmas food
baskets on Thursday and Friday during the office hours of
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Applicants must live in Calloway County and must bring
proof of income for all members' of the family. Need Line
is located on the bottom floor
of Weaks Community Center.
Last year Need Line provided 254 food baskets for
Christmas, serving 601 - family
membert,. according to Kathie
Gentry, executive director. For
information call 753-6333.

Manager
faces .
obscenity
-charges.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Police- charged the manager of
a city-owned movie theater with
violating a state. obscenity law
only hours after a judge ordered
them to return the X-rated movie
they had earlier Confiscated.
Police cited Kentucky Theatre manager Fred Mills on a
misdemeanor charge of violating Kentucky's obscenity law
early • Sunday, Fayette County
Attorney Margaret Kannensohn
said. If convicted, Mills could
face 90 days in jail and a $250
_fine.
.
.Authorities seized the movie
1970s 3-0 film "Disco. Dolls in
Hot Skin" early- Saturday -morning following a midnight showing after some in the community complained that a cityowned theater should not show
X-rated movies. Police claimed they had the
authority to confiscate the film
because it was evidence in an
alleged violation involving the
Main Street theater's liquor
license.
----Fayette-Chief Circuit Judge
Mary Noble, however, ordered
the film returned to the theater before Saturday night's Midnight showing.
She ruled that the movie
was of "dubious value" to the
police, whi)e its confiscation
could cause "irreparable harm"
to the thegfer if showings were
missed.
In her order that the film
be returned, Noble noted that
no charges had been filed ,and
no judge had ruled that the
film is obscene.
The film was made in 1977
and stars pornography actor
John Holmes, who died of AIDS
in 1988.
Some,especially college stUdents, consider it a cult clas-,
sic of sorts, and it has been
a top midnight movie draw in
Denver, New York, Austin,
Texas, and elsewhere. .
,Don Cetrulo, a lawyer for
the management firm that contracts with the city to operate
the theater; said- Mills will fight
the charge.
He noted that the movie had
played in Lexington in the past
without any complaint.
,
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Tonight Clear Low in the
mid 30s. North wind 5 mph.
Tuesday.. Mostly sunny. High
in the mid 60s.
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the seventh Public Safety DepartBy DAVID BLACKBURN
ment officer on Friday.
Staff Writer
But his.move, together with the
At Thursday's going-away receprecent personnel changes, is
other
.was
who
tion for Bubby Holmes,
the police nest looking a
leaving
Police
Murray
the
at
years
20
ending
.Department frid going to Murray little empty.
Holmes is. the second detective
State University, he assured his •
to
move out of the division in the
they
cOworkers
ex•
soon-to-be
last six weeks. Mark McCuiston
would still work together.
r "We_ will still be brother offi- transferred 'to patrol Oct. 1 after
cers," said Holmes, who became being promoted to sergeant.

The department has funding for
29, officers', but needs about 35.
he said.
"We need a good five, six or
seven more people ... We could
find something for them to do,"
Knight . said.
Replacing Holmes. iii ugh. mas
take a w'hile. Knight said.

And with the departure ot James
Eddie Rollins, who receised the
late last month, the police
Burke
seria
suffered
same promotion,
ously broken leg late last month. ,department now has 26 officers,
He has returned to work on • including Knight.
Take away the two detectises
limited duty and. according to
Sgt. Melodie Jones, the departand
been
has
Knight,
Chief John
appointed acting commander of the ment's Drug Abuse Resistance Edutwo-man division. Jim Osborne, cation officer,• that leaves 23 "on
who transferred to patrol earlier the line.", said Knight, who added
this year, moved back to detec- that he has juggled patrol schedtive after McCuiston's promotion. ules to "cover some gaps."

M See Page 2

State GOP
enjoys hold
on power
FRANKFORT, Ky..(APk— State
Senate Republicans who for the first
'time in nearly 80 years hold .a
majority are finding their new
power has brought an unlikely
crowd of new friends. •..
Prominent Democrats. Richard
."Sninity- Taylor and lobbyist Bob
Babbao. a former..demograt auditor and secretary of state, were at
an.(Set. 15th fundraiser at a Lexington;builder's home.
"My congressman almost had
svhiplash," Babbage said after being
.
spotted at the event.
found
have
Republicans
• -.fundraising much simpler since
two former Democrats. Dan Scum
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
of Louisville and Bob Leeper ut
Paducah. defected to gis e the GOP NEW TOOLS...Jim Hamblin and Steve Conner work together on a -display. project dura ;0-18 majority.
ing the Student Technology Leadership Program Showcase Satkrday at Calloway Counthe
And campaign 'yvatcher.
.
ty Middle School.
'r traditional fund-raising period
between the Nov: 2 election and
,the Jan. 4 start of the General
- Assembly is the most intense
they've seen.
- -Scrrate-Republiettn-s-,cou-14
Iv raise S500.()00 by the fall. said
John Cooper. a leading contract
Kentucky public university. The "The problem is. you can't !Ind
lobbyist and former Senate DemoLEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)
to fill the vacant cratic aide.
Many Kentucky school districts new rule would begin with the certified teachers
positions we have noVv."
"There's a lot of excitement
are concerned that the states new graduating high school class of
The issue will he discussed at about our achieving the majority
•
foreign language requirement for 2004.
Tuesday at the Universistatus, and people like . to be on
Last summer. however, the Edu- a forum
college-bound students will create
Kentucky's
William T. Youne
of
ty
Board
Standards
winner,"- said GOP Leader David
a
Professional
cation
of
lack
a
of
because
headaches
Library auditorium. It will include
Williams, of Burkesville. Williams
reported a shortage of 58 foreign
qualified teachers.
representatives from the school..
The Council on Postsecondary language teachers across the state. the 'council, legislators and state is expected to be the next Senate
President.
"Of course. it's good for stu- school leaders.
Education approved the requirement
Taylor, chairman of .the Kenlanguage,"
foreign
a
study
to
dents
stuschool
high
in March that all
Racing Commission and a
tucky
dents finish at least two years of Sam Watkins, principal of Lee. II See Page 2
lobbyist, said the recent
contract
foreign language study to enter a County High School in Beattyville

New mandate leaves schools
worried about lack of teachers

•

GOP fundraiser giy es him au oppor
tunny to talk to members _of the
General Assembly about his-d,ieru-.
interests.
a mak.
don•t think i:
them vote one way or an'othcr
hut I do think it helps open sorb,'
doors.- TaylOr said.
. One big issue facing laV• niak
ers is whether to sUpport Patton .
call for a. hike iii' the state
line tax to build more roads
Leonard 1,aw son, a road L
tractor who has v. orked e ter
si‘el.v with the -.fate, also att,"
ed a GOP fundraiser. Law soi,
a longtime suppottet of 1)eino,;_ rat
Gov. Paul Patton w ho
reelected to his
'All I ;:,:n tell you is
horn and r.i!‘,2•4
Ise supported P;i:d Patton d
years, and you know , his le:,
about over," Law s,
Because the ties
tions will decide control ot
Senate._ both sides have iic,1.2111:
fundraising in earnest. said Coor
cr. Cooper .expects lohh‘ ,ts
plus both sides
"There will hc
the first time in a long ii
will start to not nisi. giv
party. They 're going !
ing at both sides." ('‘,
Last year. the state' Repahhea Party put SI49.000 inn, Se'
race.. ss hile the Demociatk
spent 5461.00( I. which iv is a

II See Page 2

Lawmakers want to
prohibit ordinances
Gay-rig)tx-xlsocates are promising a vigorI- R.ANKFORT. Ky (AP) — 'Conservative legislators concerned hy the number of Kentucky ous fight.
"We'll oppose this effort and any ettort to
cities and -counties banning discrimination against
statewide
a
push
for
to,
the clock backwards on civil rights." said
preparing
turn
are
homosexuals
law next year that would prohibit local gay- Maria Price, executive director of the .Kentucky
Fairness Alliance, a statewide gay-rights group
rights ordinances.
a
drafting
begun
has
Kerr
Tom
State Rep.
'
based in Louisville.
bill to forbid cities and counties from granting
Gay-rights activists have won a string of viclegal protections to gays and leSlijans and repeal torier in Kentucky after years of disappointlocal gay-rights laws already la place.
meets.
Kerr, a conservative Democrat florn Taylor
Ordinances forbidding discrimination against
Mill. said he isn't sure he, will sponsor the leg- gays and lesbians have been enacted this year
islation_ because he will be busy with other bills in. Louisville, Lexington, Henderson and Jefferduring the General Assembly's next regular ses- son County.
sion, which begins in _January.
Louisville -banned discrimination in employBut even if be doesn't introduce. the bill. Kerr
Lexington. Henderson and Jefferson Counment.
said he's certain someone else will.
discrimination in employment. housoutlawed
ty
. "It's something that- affects all Kentuckians.
not just the 'citizens in .those areas where those
II See Page 2
ordinances- hate been enacted." he said.

BERNARD KANELedger
talks to Big Brothers/Big
DeMond
linda
PAPERS..
IMPORTANT PAPERS...Be
matches for two of her
about
Hansen
Michelle
Director
Sisters
Your United Way
program.
the
a
is
of
supporter
DeMond
sons.
Sisters.
Big
Brothers/Big
support
helps
pledge
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Flight 990 recorder data inconclusive

Atte' a iwo-week seat,:
of problem that they're dealing \.‘ II h.
was found Sattirday
recorder
It gets progressively worse. Anti robtit h V. a,
remote-operated
a
by
the tape stops:TransportaNational
to
cred
deli%
Voice
Cockpit
Hall said a
Recorder Group, directed bs the tion Safety Board headquarter. in
NTSB and including.representatis es Washington. D.C.. on Sunday.
Preliminary data from the plane's
from Egypt. the Federal As iatiV1
data recorder showed that
tlight
Administration, Boeing Aircraft and
767's autopilot w as
Boeing
the
would
Pratt & Whitney Engines,
off
and the plane w
switched
thorough
meet today to begin a
so Steep • and fast
dive
a.
into
"pin
the
recorder.
of
review
brictl), ha'
would
It already has been reviewed .that passengers
the
Additionally.
weightless.
-h
t
by. American and Egyptian -offi- .1•
cials. including repfesentatives from
• See Page 2
the FBI.

les,. 0( the ape. The
NEWPORT.•Ri, .(APi — [he tape pros ides no apparent es idence initial res
found to be in good,
was
recorder
or
EgyptAir • of an intruder in the cockpit
pilot arid .co-pilot
it pros ided about
and
-.crew.
condition
the
something -of any fighting among
Flight,990' were
of data. he said.
minutes
Yoik1/2
31New
The
moments before alarms sounded:. the sourc' e said.
to 1 .. irther anaplan.
ITSB
I
s
f
MassThe
.
'off
crashed
jetliner
in the cockpii, a source close to . to-Cairo
anss1/4 ers about
tor
lyze
tlte
tape
Oct.
on
Island
Nantucket
achusetts'
the investigation "ol the .doWned
what caused the Boeipc 767 jetjet told [he Associated Press. • • 31, killing all 217 people aboard.
Federal officials say it's unclear finerjo plunge into the Atlantic.
minutes of During the first
the ril;,is never
tape from the cockpit.vbice recorder. if a mechanical problem or crim- The source said
Ili,. tape what
on
to
indicate
seem
Flight
EgyptAir
the pilot and co-pilot engage in what. inal act ..caused
with,
dealinl:'
.they're
problem
•
•
crash.
appears to. be routine exchanges. 990 to
larms go
\
happens
Nation"Something
Sunday.
statement
a
In
at times, talking "like pals." the
fix it,"
to
fety Board ofL ..Biati _ Work to try
source..suid Sunday. Then something al Transportation
of the
iew
reS
chairman J.11111es Hall said no, con- the•,source said .a
goes wrong..
kind
some
is
"There
tape
revealed-.
A preliminary review of the clusions could be drawn from the
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Charitable giving list on Internet
troops in Jefferson Count) could ordinances'enacted.
"In order to hold onto a longing and public accommodations, be required to admit homoeieu- als, even though the national organ- held tradition of discrimination, it
such as restaurants and hotels.
ization prohibits openly gay peo- seems like there, are a few folks
Bowling Green also is-considering gay-rights legislation, but ple from becoming scouts ,r scout who want to resort to reactionary,
leaders.
efforts to stop what a majority of
that one is expected to fail.
Rep. Joe Fischer. R-Fon Thomas, Kentuckians know is right and fair.
Some conservative lawmakers
said he also is considering legis- which is to oppose discriminain the General Assembly fear that
lation to ban local gay-rights- laws. 'tion," Price said.
other cities will try to pass such
"I think all civil rights legislaHenderson • Mayor Joan Hoffordinances, which they see as part
tion should be uniform through- man said she is disappointed ,that
of a broader gay-rights agenda.
out the state, and there• should be state legislators would'
try to over-11fe-TaFelponents- airlhetieOd
no differences depending on which -turn her city:s new anti-discrim
inances have expressed that their
ultimate goal is for gay martiages city or county you live in." Fis- dation law. Mayor Hoffman supported the ordinance, which passed
to be recognized and so On," Kerr cher said.
Price said she agrees — and in September by a 3-2 vote;_
said.
Kerr said he usually defers to that's why Fischer and other leg"I truly think it was the right
local governments to decide what islators should support Statewide thing to do," she said. "It has
anti-di
scrimination
'
laws for gays
laws are in their best interests.
only•to do with civil rights, human
and lesbians.
but "the effect of those law
. 's goes
rights. I don't believe our fairness
far beyond the reaches of the indiA bill already filed by Rep. ordinance promotes hbmosexualividual cities or the individual cou.n: Kathy Stein, D-Lexington, would ty or gives credence to any parties."
.prohihit discrimination against ticular lifeStyle, but. does just say
For example, he said. BM
• scout
homosexuals in, housing and that in our city everyone has an
. employment across ,the state.
-equal opportunity to work and
It also would bar insurance have a place to live."
agencies and financial institutions
Sylvia Lovely, executive direcfrom discriminating on the basis
of sexual orientation in hoAng tor of the Kentucky League of
'Cities, said the organization would
.and mertgage-related actions.
Whitnell Dr.
Rep. Stein's Proposal will' be have to look at -legislation banMurray, KY 42071 -1040
considered during next year's ses- ning local gay-rights laws before
DEPARTMENT HEADS
sion, but supporters concede it * taking a position. .
faces an uphill battle.
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
But in general, the league
Price said every day lesbians believes that local governments
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
or openly gay people sufferdis- should be given latitude to decide
Managing Editor
Amy Wilson
ctimination. She said conservatives such issues for themselves, LoveAdvertising Mgr.
Jim Green
are reacting to the recent local ly said.
Classifieds Mgr.
Kathy Wyatt
Office Mgr.
Rita Boggess
Circulation Mgr.
Jeff Duncan
MI RC% \
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WILLIAMSBURG, Va.(AP) —
Arthur W. Schmidt Jr. was frustrated by what he considered the
one-way street' of charitable giving.
Nonprofit organizations would
contact donors, but donors had no
easy way of 'getting information
about.the operations and finances
,of charities. 9
So Schmidt founded Philanthropic Research kw.;a nonprofit organization in Williamsburg,five
years ago to pull together the data
— initially in book form, then on
the Internet.
Last month, PRI expanded its
free'GuideStar
Website,
www.gOidestar.org. to include electronic images of the public disclosure form — Form 990 — charities must file annually with the
Internal Revenue. Service.
That means donors who want
to find out a charity's income,
assets or salaries it pays to top
officials no longer have to wait
weeks to get that information from
the' government, or pay for it.
Schmidt said he hopes that kind
of accessibility will entourage people to take time to learn about
the Charities to which they donate.
In turn, that would...spur. mote_
donations as people become confident they are investing in responsible organizations that share their
values', he said.

"Until people view themselves
as investors ... we're not going to
reach the potential for philanthropy: said Schmidt, a former vice
president of a nonprofit job and
small business creation agency and
former vice president with an international development agency.
"We're not going to get the most
efficient allocation of resources
that we can today."
PRI launched GuideStar in 1996.
A yeatlater."PRFWgan dOwnloading information monthly from
the IRS Business Master File, a
'database of financial information
on all charitable organizations in
the United States,
About' 220,000 of the 620,000
charities in the country must file
the form because they receive more
than $25.00) in donations in a
given year. Religious Organizations
are exempt.
To put the information in context. PRI expanded the database
to include the charities' goals,
accomplishments and leadership
ficcording to their Vorm 990.
PRI does not evaluate charities.
The goal is to help donors make
their own judgments, Schmidt said.
Charities also can use the Website to compare themselves with
_others__in .their field.
F.O.R. Kids Inc.. founded by
Norfolk churches to Provide housing and other services for homeless families, didn't know it was

READER INFORMATION
Rosiness Hooris
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — form of a resolution Tuesday as
of language courses," said state Rep.
Robert "Buddy" Buckingham, D- Kentucky Baptists attending their Baptists from around the state
annual convention will be asked to 'gather at the Northern Kentucky
Opponents of the proposal say Murray.
Buckingham said he could see unite in opposition to the expansion ,Convention Center for their 162nd
the requitement could cause hirannual meeting.
ing problems for jobs that already schools choosing not to staff tech- of gambling in the state.
Subscription Rates
;he
Kentucky
Baptist
Bolin, history professor at MurConvennical
education
courses — classare hard to fill.
All subscriptons payable in
tir's public affairs committee has ray State University, said he hopes
es
important
for
students
any
-"I
who
not
don't
opposed
to raising „
• advance. Home delivery 6 days a
'the bar. but I am worried that this plan to go to four-year universi- been discussing the issue of gam- Baptists' attending the convention
week.
will forte schools to. eliminate ties — in favor of foreign lan- bling since Gov. Paul Patton raised will unite against expanded gam1 month
S6.5016 months $37.50
it last spring as a possible way to bling as much as their diversity will guage. some important courses in favor
3 months $18.7511 year
175.00
raise
additional revenue.
permit them.
-And there is the issue of find"The
consensus
of
the
comrrfit"Because of our belief in the
ing_
enough
BY MAIL
qualified teachers for
1 YR.$98.00
tee was that we should encourage autonomy of the local church and
the
classroom,"
he
said.
Mailed in Calloway Co , Benton, Hardin,
At Powell County High School, our congressmen and 'governor to the priesthood of believers, it's up
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. By
mail to other destinations, pnce is $85,00
the Spanish teacher position has do everything in their power not to to each individual to come to their
per year.
not been 'filled this fall because expand gambling in the state." said own understanding on mortal isDuane Bolin, the committee's sues.- Bolin said.
Published Monday through Saturday
no one applied.
every afternoon, except Sundays, July 4,
chairman. "We've encouraged
' All of the sergeants but Jones,
The convention is expected to
"If you don't start_making some
Thanksgiving Day. Chnstrnas Day and
church members across the state to draw 7,768 people. Tuesday and
who has said she wants to remain Icing-term
fime planning. _ you're
New Years Day Periodicals postage paid
- contact their congressmen with Wednesday. The theme for the
the D.A.R.E. officer, has less than going to beat Murray. KY. POSTMASTER . Send
in trouble:" said Printheir feelings on the issue."
six months in a supervisory posi- cipal Evelyn
meeting of Kentucky's largest Protaddress changes to THE MURRAY
Neely.
Bolin's-committee will submit estant. denomination —
tion., Knight.'
LEDGER AND TIMES, P.0 Box 1040.
"
2,400
The Kentucky School Boards
Murray. KY 42071-1040
that anti-gambling sentiment in the churches. 787.000 members — is
.
think they 'need more time Association,
however, thinks that
as*. sergeant- before being consid- most school
MISS YOUR PAPER?
districts already are
ered, as Holmes' replacement.. adding
.Call the circulation dept. between
foreign language classes to
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or 4:30Knight said.
their college-track requirements.
5 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916. -H - .-• .d a ne-sofficer -is-being
_
-The majority-of disti ices-will
Murray Ledger & 'Times (USPS 308-700)
considered and could be offered be supportive.
PRESTON
SBURG. KN.(AP)—
said.
- said association
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
the job depending on the iesults spokesman
Union
employees
of
'Hospital officials and union
Highland's
ReAssociated
Press,
Kentucky
Press
Brad Hughes. "Their
Association and Southern Newspapers
of his drug screen and physical.
members had announced a tentative
only concern is, will they- be able gional Medical Center have voted
Publishers Association The Associated
think the's) going to start to give all the
Press is exclusiveiy entitled to news originatcollege-track sea- to accept a Contract offer, ending a . agreement Friday,
ed by Murray Ledger & Times
in about three weeks." Knight said. dents two years
Union officials could, not immeof a foreign lan- two-month walkout, a hospital
spokeswoman said.
diately be reached for,comment hut
guage by 2004?"
Hospital spokes'Woman Kathy
had said that if the deal was ratiBuckingham said he hasn't gone
fied, some workers would return to
as far as soliciting support to rescind Ruhado said the 380 registered
the new rules, but said he hopes nurses and other employees who their Sobs on Monday.
When the walkout began, union
the issue can be addressed in the walked off their jobs Sept. 2 voted
fortheoming legislative session in to accept the contract proposal Sun- officials said the main issues in- day night in Painesville. Vote totals
cluded a reasonable cost for health
'January.
and official terms of the agreement
insurance and prescriptions. perwould not be available -until Mon- sonal days for all employees and
day at the earliest, she said.
joh security that v..ould'alloW/ workBut some union members said
ers to have the option of transferthey were satisfied with the contract. Cathy Evans, 26, a registered
nurse from Painesville. said shc
voted for the agreement.
Evans said the pact is a threea record.
.
•
Williams and Senate Democra- year contract for both nurses and
tic campaign aide Vince Gabben service. Maintenance, technical and
said they, don't know how' much clerical employees. The contract
recorder showed both engines were
Then purchase a
they want or need to raise for also offers full medical insurance
shut off before the antraft climbed
Limited Edition
and places a $257a-month ceiling
next year.
briefly -out of its dive and then
Republicans will hold fundrais- on•premiums. Evans said.'
.greandred ,Scenes
turned. arid dropped into the ocean.
Both were sticking points in the
ing events in Bowling Green and
Barry Schiff, a former TWA
northern Kentucky this month. 75-day strike.
767 pilot from Los Angeles and
Another is scheduled for Dec. 6
"I think the hospital has given a
currently an aviation accident inveslnurray Are Guild and
lot On medical benefits.- Evans
in Louisville
tigator. has said the data shows

listed on GuideStar. But a spokeswoman said the Website sounded
like a good idea.
"It's great for people that are
very interested in what's going on
and want to know where their
money is going," spokeswoman
Kelly McMahon Willette said.
Making Form 990 and other
financial information easily accessible also "will make sure charities are_ spending their _money as
they should be," she said. "If
you're seeing the executive director of a homeless shelter is making $90.000 a year, something's
wrong there."
GuideStar is working with the
National Center for Charitable Statistics to get all of the 990s online.
The NCCS is run by The Urban
Institute, a Washington research
group that is giving the IRS $1
million to scan the 5 million pages
charities file annually onto CDROMs. The information then is
posted on GuideStar and on the
NCCS' Website. nccs.urban.org.
PRI suffered a setback when
some groups complained that confidential donor lists were posted
for some charities. PRI took down
the _140,000 Form 990s that had,
been posted so far to remove any
donor lists. spokeswoman Debra
Snider said, About 30,000 already
have been restored

linpowered to Serve."
Kentucky Baptists, because of,
their numbers, are seen as a potentially influential religious constituency in the fight to stop the expansion of gambling.
The Rev. Nancy JO Kemper, executive director_ of the .Kentucky
Council of Churches. which is leading the anti-ciasino effort, has said'
she would welcome Baptist participation in a growing statewide coalition against castoos.
An amendment to the state constitution would be required for casinos to come to Kemucky, and the
General Assembly, which meets in
January. would have to approve the
amendment. Voters would then decide Its fase in November 2000.
"Baptists would look on gambling a's a tax on the poor," Bolin
said.

Hospital reports contract ratification

Calloway rounly CoadhouJe

This Thanksgiving be thankful that H.R.H. Dumplin's
can do your cooking.
Now Available At:
The Gallery • Mr. Postman
Pier 1 • Commerce Center

Our delicious HONEY-CURED- spiral sliced
hams, meat and vegetable casseroles, pies and rolls
will make you thankful you don't have to cook

—Place your ham orders by Monday, Nov. 22nd—
Make reservations now for your
evening holiday parties.

ring to another department in the
hospital in a time of staff cutbacks.
In addition, union officials objected to a two-year contract for
registered nurses, and a three-year
contract for the other workers.
The strike at the 184-bed eastern
Kentucky hospital n-early shut the
facility down. The hospital's emergency room has remained open,
and some doctors' offices in the facility also continued to trear patients but few were admitted.
The walkout was the first at
Highlands since a I07-day strike in
1981.

that some human factor was responsible rather than some syktem failure.
The cockpit voice recorder was
found amid the plane's debris by
Deep Drone, a reinote-controlled
robot, a' day before, bad weather
in the search area threatened to
halt the search again
The recorder, which was bent
on one side, was found not far
trim where invetitigators detected
the pinging signal from its sonar
locater beacon, which had become
detached from the recorder.
The head of the FBI's Boston
office, Barry Mawn. said more
than 250 FBI agents had conducted several hundred interviews
related to the crash, but that there
was no evidence yet that a crime
had been committed.

KENTUCKY
COUNTY MAPS
IN STATE BOOK
A book containing all of Kentucky's
120 county maps is available. Printed on
large size 16:22 inch double spread
pages. each county has a separate map
The book contains 136 valuable pages.
The Blue Grass State's 69,000 miles of
roads are shown in detail. Towns. cities
and villages are indexed and located,
and there is much additional information
To order Kentucky County Map book,
'.end 516 85 (price incluchis delivery).
VISA and MasterCard accepted
Make checks payable to
County Maps
42454 County Road
Lyndon Station, WI 53944
(608)666-3331
Other states a vaJiable AR,
IN.
NC, OH, PA, SC,TN, WI, WV
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite court orders, only one-third of
the nearly 4 million noncustodial
-parents actually put their children
on their employetV health insur-ance plans. Federal officials now
are taking steps to simplify the
process in hopes of increasing compliance.
The Department of Health and
Human Services was proposing
regulations Monday that would
. give states one simpkroffi to senato employers-after a Court orders a
parent to enroll a child in the parent's health insurance plan.
Also, the Department of Labor

was directing the health plans it
oversees to enroll these children
when these'forms are used.
HHS Sertetary Donna Shalala
said she is frustrated that private insurance often is available for children but is not used.
"That's why having a simple
standard means to obtain health insurance from noncustodial parents
is so important," she said in a statement being released Monday.
Mean wh iIe. a griaiq eirielicisworking to develop a plan for children whose parents do not have
health insurance at work. The idea
is to enroll them in Medicaid or the

Children's .Health Insurance Program- if they are eligible. Both programs are available to far more
People than those who actually sign
up.
That expert group also helped
develop the single form for parents
who do have insurance offered to
dependents.
Historically, -there have been
problems, with parents. their employers and their insurance companies, said Paula Roberts ofthe Center for Law and Social Policy, who
serves on the National Medical
Support Working Group.
"Individual health plans and in-

surers and providers all have their
Own idea what information they
want before they'll put them on the
(health insurance) plan," she said.
"It just takes forever."
Under the new system. one standard form will be used across the
country. States will send them to
employers, who will be required to
pass them onto insurers as long as
they offer dependent coverage. The
employer then Sends the see-oad —
part of the form to,the insurance
company, which is ordered to sign
up the children.
"This-tells the insurer: You have

no discretion here." Roberts said.
She said she was optimistic the
system will work because it was
developed with input from e
- mployers and insurance companies, who
are represeited .in the working
group.
.

Fire damages

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
County firefighters were able to
save a' garage behind a Brooks
Chapel Road home, but the roof on
the Nadeen Schroader house itself
collapsed following a fire early
Sunday morning, said a Calloway
County Fire-Rescue spokesman:
The cause of the fire is unknown:but it apparently started in
Colorado Gov. Bill Owens said
the middle of the house, the
earlier this month that "if they're
spokesman said.
innocent, they're sure not acting.
Eleven firefighters with five
like they are." '
trucks were at the site for about
The Ramseys declined to direct:
ly .discuss the slaying, but talked
about its impact on their lives.
especially the intense media coverage.
Dateline NBC is • scheduled to
air excerpts of the interview Friday. -

Ramseys resent reactions to JonBenet's death
NASHVILLE,.Tenn. (AP) —
The parents of JonBenet Ramsey
resent the Colorado. governor and
others who say the couple acted
suspiciously after their 6-year-old
daughter was killed in 1996. •
In an interview With, WSMVTV to he aired over several nights
starting Monday. John Ramsey said
he was offended by the criticism.
"
- When- you've lost a child, nothing else Matters. ... You're ten-

dered as low as you can possibly Thomas Nelson Publishers.
be without dying." he said. "Our
"I don't know who will want
focus, was laying JonBenet to rest to read it, but if they do. it's
properly and that's all that mat- going to be there as hest we can
tered during that time."
portray what we've been through
The Ramseys. who haven't spo- in two and a half years," said
ken publicly in more than a year. Patsy Ramsey.
gave the interview with the local
A grand jury last month ended
television station to promote their its 13-month investigation of the
new book, tentatively titled "The -Case without an indictment,'but
Death of Innocence." It is due Out Colorado authorities have said the
in March frcini Nashville-based Ramseys remain under suspicion.

Experts attributed the,drop to
WASHINGTON (AP) — Medicare spending dropped slightly in cuts mandated by Congress, more
fiscal year 1999. the first decline careful billing practices by 'health
ever in the federal program that care providers and a crackdown on.
pays health are bills for 19 million • fraud. But they-said that Medicars
Americans, government figures spending is unlikely to continue
falling because the elderly -popula- show.
New statistics from the Treasury tion is growing,.
Department show that Medicare ex:No one should expect a conpenditures fell 1 percent to $212 tinuation of an actual drop in Medibillion. in the fiscal year ending care expenditures." said Robert"'
. Sept: 30. from S213.6 billion in the Ball. a former Social Security. Adprior year.
ministration commissioner who
helped start Medicare. the federal
health care insurance program for
people 65 andolder and for the disabled.
"The Ng
- is that there is
good reason now to '1,
for a rate
of increase well belo‘x the average

Tokemon'craze
moves movie
to No. 1 spot

LOS ANGELES (API
Children •enthralled by the adventure',
of Pikachu helped Pokemon- extend
its franchise to movies oxer the
weekend hy earning an estimated
$32.4, million for the top spot at
the box office.
"Pokemon: The First Mox ie."
took in moie than double the $1-2
in
earned by the second-place
finisher "The Bone Collector."
according to early- industry estimates released Sunday.
The animated Warner Brothers
film. which follows the mouseIie
and friends as .they
battle a No-engineered enemy. has
earned $52.1 Million since its debut
Wednesday, a new five-day-record
for animated features.
The movie continues to ride a
wave of Pokemon popularity fueled
by elementary school-aged children.
The craze began when Pokerpon.
which is a blend of the words "pock-et monster.- appeared as a Nintendo game and expanded into a
trading card series.
- Last. week's top film. "The Bone
Collector." saw a 28 percent drop
in ticket sales -but still held on
for second place.

Staff Report
M u rray,Ledge r & Times
Callowa% Count.% shenit's ottivials hate charged a' Huntington.
Ind.. man v. ith -felony flagrant.nonsupport and returned him to Calloway County.
Stephen B. Betancourt. 40. who
was picked up bydeputies Friday.
remained in the Calloway County
Jail Monday .'morning in lieu of a
s.0001-a slfhond

Staff Report
Murray Ledger& Times
Deanna Devor of Kirksey Road
remained hospitalizCd in stable
condition Monday morning with an
injury she received in a two-vehicle
accident new- Keniake Resort and
Marina, •
•
Marshall County Anthulance
personnel took .Devor. 30. to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
where she was admitted for observation' with an arm . injury, an
MCCIJ spokesman said.
According to - a Kentucky' State
Police report. Devor was apasscn.
ger in a truck driven byKenneth.
Darnell about 3:10 p.m. Sunday
when a car driven .by.. Charles
Terry., 80, of ‘,•cinsville.
pulled in front of them as Darnell
was eastbound' on Kentucky 94
East. .
Neither Darnell. 30, of May. field nor Devor were wearing seat-

Believe it or not, NOW is
the time to start planning for
Christmas 2000. With a
Christmas Club Account from
The Murray Bank, you can
participate in a savings plan that
assures you'll have enough cash
to thoroughly enjoy all the

Get Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares As Much
About Your Coverage
As You Do.

three hours.,he said.
Elsewhere. a fire Friday night
damaged -a -bedroom in an ATM°
mobile home when a treadmill
there short-circuited, the CCFR
spokesman said.
Fourteen firefighters with five
trucks spent two hours at the home
of David and Morgan Hill, he said.
A house fire was reported at 123,
Starview Drive just after 5 a.m.
Saturday, according to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department
log. No details were available at
midmorning Monday'

"A Subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times...
What a Great Gift"

payments from a supple,
of 10 percent.a year of the recent pense
mentary fund that covers doctors'
past.- Ball said.
Treasury Department figures office visits and outpatient care
show that payments, from the fed- rose to $79 billion this year from
-erai hospital insurance- fund, the nearly'.$75 billion in 1998.
biggest Medicare outlay that covers
The-government also spent in•
inpatient hospital bills. tell 4.per- to fight fraud and abuse in the pr,,
cent from $135 billion in fiscal year 'gram, shelling out S742 million this
1998 to $129, billion this year. •
year for anti-fraud 'measures comCut imposed by Com...Jess in pared .. Jo $608 million • in .1998.
1997 to help balance the ':eileral Medicare lost' about $12 billion to
budget cut some payments to health fraud. waste and mistakes in 1998.
care providers..
' Mote . federal , oversight may
..White House and congressional have contributed to the drop in
negotiators agreed last week .to re- Medicare Spending because hospistore $11 billion in payments after tals'and doctors may he cleaning up
intense lobbying by' health care billing mistakes and follow ing fedgroups who argued that the 1997 eral rules more closely.
cuts went too far.
But Ball said it is not realistic it,
. The other major Medicare ex- think that the slight drop recorded
in overall spending in 1999 _will
continue because millions of hab
boomers. will he joining the pr-,
gram in coming years
belts at the time of the aL.'dent. the
KSP report said. „
Another weekend accident injured two Marshall County teenagers when the car they. were in
oveTturned.
' Melissa A. Johnson of Gilbertsyule and Jill Ford Of Benton. both
17. were 'treated for bruises at
MCCH Saturday night and released. the hospital spokesman
said.
•
They were -injured about 10:40
p.m. Saturday When the southbound
car Johnson was driving went oft
Erwin Road and into some gravel
about four.miles west of-.Murray. a
Calloway County Sheriff's Department report said.
Johnson said she began braking
when it hit gravel. but she began
losing control .of the car, which
skidded to the left- side of the road
and back to the right hefiire hitting
an embankment and (%erturnin ,2
the report said:

ippER TIE

Geraldine Jensen, president of
the Association for Children for
Enforcement of Support. said the
forms should help sign more children up. though there may still be
problems getting them .the health,
care they need.
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tasiions about records
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
attorney general's office recently
has had to reiterate its longstanding, opinion about what constitutes
a reasonable fee for copies of public recotds.
An obscure provision of the Kentucky Constitution. however. may
raise a question about whether
there can ):•e any charge imposed
for obtaining government records.
. And -a- deeper question perhaps
raised by Section 8 of the _Kentucky Constitution is whether there
is any need for an Open Records
Law at all and whether the government can constitutionally shield
,anything from disclosure.
• The opinions .are in response
to renewed attempts by some pub. lic agencies, local governments-and
others to impose charges that in
, some cases have ranged up to $1
• a page. The attorney general's
opinion, which carries the force
of- law on matters involving the
Oien Records Law. has _consis--I-Orly beta that 10 cents is a rea:sonable fee. The -law prohibits
adding personnel costs to the reproduction of the materials. And the
reasoning is that anything other than
a nominal fee acts as a barrier to
making sure the documents are truly
available to the public.
Section 8 of the Constitution,
contained in the state's version of
a bill of rights. states:
-Printing presses shall be free
to every person who undertakes
to examine the proceedings of the
General Assembly or any branch
'of government, and no law shall

CAPITOL THOUGHTS

A-ec,

MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

ever be made to -restrain the right o ,govemment.records didn't exist
thereof. Every person may freely at that point." Fleischaker said.
and fully speak, write and pritil,
Public access to government
on any subject, being responsible records is a much more recent
for the abdse of that liberty.phenomenon. going back only a
. ,One interpretation of that sec- few decades. The, Open Records
tion would seem to be. that any- Law and the federal Freedom of
body who wants to look at or Information Act date to the 1970s.
Section 8. Fleischaker said, is
print copies of the business conducted by the legislature or any comparable to the First Amendexecutive or even judicial agency ment to the U.S. Constitution and
shotild have free and open accesC goiTs'-"tb Itre-MAlters- bi fret speech,--to those materials.
a -free press and vigorous public
As to whether ."free" - means scrutiny of and commentary on
without charge, that appears to be the government.
It is sandwiched between secthe subject- of some debate.
The attorney general's office. tions that guarantee a trial.by jury
appareotly has never had Section and protections from unreasonable
8 thrown up as an- argument.. in searches and seizures of personal _
materials.
open records controversies.
Fleischaker said the provision
Jon Fleischaker. a Louisville
attorney who has been in the mid- is often cited in defamation cases,
dle of most of the significant open as a constitutional protection for
records and open meetings con- people to comment and write about
troversies in Kentucky and who the activities of government.
"It is not that you don't have
helped craft the current laws, said
there is a -reason Section 8 is not to pay for copies." Fleischaker
considered - the .bedrock principle said.
"Section -8 is nothing more than
on which open government in Kenfreedom of the press and freedom
tucky is based.
The current constitution was of speech," Fleischaker said. "Nothing more and nothing IL.- For
approved in 1891.
"The concept of open access that is a big thing"

Finding an e-mail cure
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dr.
• Victor Plavner is throwing away
:his prescription pad in favor of a
• little electronic gizmo — it looks
like a wireless miniature computer. a .bit larger than a PaImPilot
= that slides into the Mary-land
physician's coat pocket as he examines patients.
This is a handheld electronic
prescription pad. No longer will
pharmacists squint at Plavner's
acknowledged messy handwriting.
_- No longer, must Plavner rely
on memory to know if a new drug
interacts dangerously with his
patient's- 10 other medicines, or
fumble through paper charts to
check for allergies — the machine
will flash a warning.
'
With a few'clicks, he e-mails
the prescription straight to a drugstore — no more lost little pieces ,
of paper.
' And no annoying phone call
when the pharmacist discovers
Patient X's insurance doesn't cover
Drug Y. Different insurance formularies are programmed right into
Plavner's TouchScript Personal Prescriber, so he can choose up front
whether to tight an insurer's coverage decision or pick an alternative drug.
Paperless prescriptions are still
a fledgling trend, but drug experts
say the new technology promises
to increase medication safety, and
make prescribing easier.
"Heck yes, I want one." said
Dr. Walter Donnelly of Cincinnati,
who tried a competing electronic
preseription-pad. PocketScript. in
a pilot.161 by manufacturer Way
Over the Line. "This is a step where.
with very little change in the way
.we work, we can make a difference in Our patients' lives."
If "e-prescribing" sounds like
'just the latest gimmick, consider
this:, Two million Americans are
hospitalized annually from drug side
effects. and 100.000 die Ntm,y
•

WASHINGTON TODAY

Associated Press Mier
are caused - hs proenfible med.- increase e-prescribing
'cation error. -- %%hen the wrong
The technolop is tledglirr„.:
drug or- wrong dose is prescribed. Allscripts has 1,500 doctors Using
pharmacists misread an illegible its TouchScript so far, hut about
prescription. doctors or pharmar a dozen competitors are 'gearing
cists miv up drugs with similar up their own versions. ,
names. Or a drug interacts danHow . does it .work!
gerously with a patient's other
Say you have a sinus iritecion.
medication.
- Plavner ptills up your name and
Then there's the"texas jUry that .punches in his diagnosis. He can
last--month ordered a doctor, drug- type
any drug. Ahut has .prostore and pharmacist to • pay grammed his de-% ice to flash ones
$450,000 to the' family of- a man he -most.commonly prescribe; for
who died after the' pharmacist mis- sinus infections — the antibiotic
read the doctor's handwritten pre: •Augmentin and decongestant Entex.
scription.
.
The device spots no allergies or
F.-prescribing can't 'help all other prohlematk medicines in
errors. but "it will reduce the prob- your record. But v‘ait •— it flashlems with handwriting." said Susan y% drat Augmentin isn't on . your
Proulx of the Institute for Safe insurer's approved medicines list.
Medication Practices. . Plus. :It Plavner decides to c-house an equaloffers some. warning system . that* ly good alternative.
will make the physician or preScribbling a prescription is a
scriber stop and think, 'Do I real- little faster.'Plavner say s, and not
ly want to prescribe, this medicine all insurers or drugstores yet accept
for this patient?'" '•
e-prescriptions. .
Also. computers are only as
Electronic prescribing started in
hospitals. %%here doetors leave a good as the data programmed into
patient's bedside to go type in them. Allseripts addresses that by
prescriptions On special computers dialing • into doctors' main comat nursing stations. The Journal of puters nightly to provide drug safethe ,American Medical Association__Ly updates.
E-prescribing can he costly —
reported last year that such cornputerized prescriptions cut by more l'ouchScript is about S.290 per
than half the rate of serious med- month. And while such systems
use 'high-security software proication, errors at one hospital.
only.a small percentage grams. ady ocates not' to those
of hospitals have computerized pre- worried about hackers that paper
scriptions. and they seldom spread prescription pads today are freto private doctors' offices.
quently stolen and forged.
Now manufacturers hope handUltimately. Donnelly says. "this
held, wireless versions that each is the way medicine's going to be
doctor would carry around like an done in the very near future by
old-fashioned prescription pad 5‘ ill :dinost e'.erkorie
•
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FROM OUR READERS
Public must
Special week
touts education challenge ACLU
Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:
I am writing to encourage our state- lawmakers
National Education Week is Nov. 14-20, and
this year it holds special significance -for Ken- and any county or public school board officials
threatened with lawsuits by the American Civiltuckians.
Right now, schools throughout Kentucky are Liberties Union regarding the posting of the Ten
using the first results from the new Common- Commandments or regarding prayer before school
wealth Accountability Testing System (CATS) to ball games to resist those lawsuits and fight back.
The ACLU must be challenged..lt has no right
improve instruction.
The CATS system was created by thousands of to tell anyone how.or where they can practice
Kentucky teachers and citizens from across the their religious beliefs,
The ACLU threats are an unconstitutional and
state in a broad process of public involvement and
unconscionable
attempt to prohibit the free exernation's
top
with the help of the
testing experts.
This week is a good time to stop for a minute cise of religion by those of us who want to express
and think about the significance of this broad pub- our religious beliefs. The ACLU .is trampling on
lic participation in developing the new testing sys- the .religious freedom of us all.
The words of the Constitution giving us our
•. .
.
tem for public - schools,
First, it shows that we Kentuckians are willing religious freedom appear in the First Amendment.
to do the hard, work required to build a valid. Note that the first amendment has two parts: '.'estabreliable .and fait system for measuring ,how well fishing" and "not prohibiting."
In 1980. the:Kentucky statute requiring the postour students are meeting the high academic standards that Kentuckians have set. It shows we ing of the Ten Commandments in public schoolswas declared unconstitutional by the U.S. Supreme
believe in continuous improvement.
Court.
Citizen participation in school progress will be
The statute was unconstitutional because it required
in January
made even easter with the
the Commandments to be posted. viblating- the
of the new School Report Card.
The same state law that called_ -for the devel- establishment portion of the First Amendment.
Those who, object to the Ten Commandments
opment of CATS also called for every school to
can ignore them. Those who don't want to pray
send parents an annual report card.
Parent focus groups across the state helped don't have to. Those who -do not like religious
design the content and appearance of this new expression may express their objections. if they
Report Card and helped make the information easy wish. That is their constitutional right.
However, neither tbey, the ACLU nor any other
to understand.
group
has the right 'to prohibit religious expresCards
will
contain
Kentucky's' SOool Report
irnp-Ortant information about each school's -progress sion by those who want to expres-s- their beliefs,.
and will be sent to. each school's parents - for the anywhere. To do so would violate the "not - prohibiting" part of the First Amendment. That is
first time ever in year 2000.
As a member of the Kentucky Board of Edu- what the ACLU is trying to do.
cation, I want to recognize National Education -- The Constitution guarantees people the right to
Week by salutirrg not only our hard-working edu- practice their religious beliefs whenever and whercators, hut also the many Kentucky citizens who 6-er they wish. whether the ACLU. atheists or
have dedicated time and effort to the hard wOrk anyone else likes it or not. Sue the ACLU.
of improving our schools.
Edward L. Smith, Jr.
We have a whole lot of work still to do.- but
831 Aberdeen Road
we are on the right track. We are making real progress.
Park Hills KY 41011
and we couldn't do it without you,

,Kenttick

LAURAN NEERGAARD

Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right'to condense
or reject any. letter.
Send _letters 'to P.O. Box
1040, Murray. Ky. 42071. They
may also he faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
ailt@murrayledgercom

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC
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Keith Travis; nicniber
Board of Education (District 1
'
- ' Benton, KY 4202-

Turner helpful
to community

Reader claims
article 'negative'

Dear Editor:
Many times there are people in our 0/111111LIIII t.
\ that go about doing their jobs and giving more
than just what is expected of them.
One such person is Janeann Turner. who has
been given the 1999 Kentucky 'Court -.Designated
Worker of the Year by the Administrative Office_
of the. Courts.
After volunteering for six years with the Court
Designated Worker program in Calloway County.
have come to respect the amount of time Janeann
gives to her job and community.. She is on-call 24
hours a day. seven days a week with rotating
weekends.
_ She serves on boards of Big Brother-Big Sister, Family Resource Centers. CASA, RIAC and
Domestic Violence Task Force. You will see -her
at the Prayer in the Park. Make .a Difference Day
and Community Resource Fair. .
On her own time, she can be found volunteering as a youth director for her church, taking kids
on field trips or teaching Vacation Bible School.
Having grown up in Murray. Janeann has takenmore interest trying to help the kids and their parents in resolving problems and preventing a tragedy
like the Heath Hifh School shooting.
She has given a great deal of her life on and
off the job to the betterment of the kids in our
community.
For this we all should.be very 'thankful.

Dear Editor:In my naivete regarding journalism, I thought
that editorials belonged on the editorial page. Appar- ently, that is not true in Murray. Ky.
The entire tone of the "article" on the front
page of Friday's edition regarding the "bottle- bill
was negative, and none of the positive features of
the bill were mentioned. This left the reader with
only one • view of the matter.
It was interesting to -read that Sen. Bob Jackson said he is not in ,favor of the bill and would
likely vote against it. Hittimpports recycling, but
the "bottle" bill is a poor way to encourage that.
Does he have a better way to do it? Why don't
you interview- him and have him suggest a better
way?
There are many residents of Murray, myself inchid, ed, who are for the "bottle- bill. As anyone knows
who drives the roads in Kentucky, the ditches are
littered with cans and bottles.
Something should be done to improve this situation. If there is another, way to prevent this,
let's hear it.
1 have spent some time in Michigan both before
and after their "bottle" bill was enacted. In my
opinion and that of many residents of Michigan.
the amount of litter has. decreased significantly.
The deposit on Cans and bottles in that state
high enough to cause many Michigan residents to
scour the ditches for the valuable litter that does
make it out the car windows.
It would be nice if an article like this would
reflect both sides of the issue. Otherwise, put it
on the editorial page where it belongs.

Mona Steely
2776 L.S. Hwy. 641 S.
Murray. KY 42971

John Waldman
4667 Pottertown Road
Murray, KY 42071,

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 28 - El Dorado (Ark.) News-Times. on
John Chaim:
John Chafee. the late Republican senator from
Rhode Island. represented what is good about
America.
He fought for his country in World War II —
he was a Marine on Guadalcanal
and in Korea.
He served with distinction in politics on the
state and national level.
He constantly worked for consensus and thus
was appreciated acrosS lines of political affiliation,
religion and ethnicity. He' was a true practitioner
of bipartisanship.
Chafee stood up for what he, believed in. even
when- his fellow Republicans, by the margin of
one vote.'removed him from the committee office
to which his -seniority entitled him.
To that -end. Chafee would meet with. the leaders of his own party and with Democrats to try
to bring harmony. He may well have failed more
times' than he succeeded, but he never stopped
trying.

The flag .flew at half-mast over the nation's
capitol in memory of one of- the few remaining
gentlemen in national politics. He deserved- it.
Oct. 26 - •Goteborgs-Posten. Goteborg, Sweden, on Swiss elections:
There are similarities and differences between
ChriNtoph Blocher, the winner in Sunda*.'s Slits%
election, and the Austrian rightist-populistodoerg
Haider.
Like Haider, Blocher wants to limit immigration, is critical of EU's expansion and opposes the
'bureaucrat mafia in Brussels.' But while Haider'sFreedom Party has stood outside the government.
Blocher's Swiss People's Party (SVP) already has
a minister portfolio, ...
Turnout sank to such a low level that a threat
to demperacy's vital force is tieing- molded. . The political elite ' has been too coherent for a
long time, and the ties between it ,and the business sector have been stronger than what can be
considered sound.
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Home care can be both
demanding,rewarding

EA7-1-1S
Mrs. Latricia Gale Rayburn
Mrs. Latricia Gale Rayburn, 59, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 14, 1999,
at 1 p.m. at Southeast Missouri Hospital. Cape Girardeau, Mo.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Q: My father has cancer.
He wants to be cared for at home.
Is that possible?
A: Cancer patients often feel
more comfortable being cared for calling 1-800-827-1000.
at home, close to family, friends
The American Cancer Society
and familiar surroundings
and the Red Cross may provide
Home care can be a choice for services related to home care. Primany' patients. It often involves a vate insurance companies may help
team approach that includes doc- with the cost of home care.
tors, nurses, social workers, physiWith so many home care servcal therapists, family members and ices available, it can be difficult to
others.
decide which to use. For a free
Home care can be both reward- copy of "How to Choose a Home
ing and demanding for patients and Care Provider," contact the Nacare givers. It requires families to tional Association for Home Care,
cope with all aspects of patient 228 Seventh St., SE, Washington,
care.
D.C. 20004'phone(202)547-7424.
To help prepare for home care.
Ask the-CIS is distributed by
patients and care givers are encour- the
Mid-South Cancer Information
aged to get as much information as
Service (CIS), which serves Kenpossible from the home care team tucky,
Arkanros, Tennessee, Alaor organizations devotecl to home
bama., Mississippi and Louisiana.
care.
The CIS is a program of the NaA doctor, nurse or social worker
tional Cancer Institute. Call the
can provide information on paCIS toll-free at I-800-4-CANCER
tients' needs, available home care
between
9 am., and 4:30 p.m. local
services, and a list of local home
time.
care agencies.
Government programs such as
Medicare and Medicaid, the Older
Americans Act and the Veterans
Administration cover home care
costs for those who meet their reDial us up anytime between
quirements.
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
for more information about
Monday - Friday
Medicare, call 1-800-638-6833. For
contact
your
Medicaid information,
local Medicaid office, state welfare
office, public health department or
General Information &
social service agencies.
Comments
To learn about the Older AmeriClassified Advertising
cans Act, contact local social servBusiness Advertising Info
ices or igencies for the aging. Information about Veterans AdminLedger
,
Times
istration •benefits is available by

Ask the CIS

Mrs. Gracie Crowder Shoulders
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Mrs. Gracie Crowder Shoulders, 83, Franklin, mother of Mr.. Helen
Foley of Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 13, 1999, at the Medical Center.
Bowling Green.
Her husband, Eskie Shoulders, preceded her in death. Born in Macon
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Otis and Opre.crowder.
. Mrs. Shoulders was a member of Providence Baptist Church and a retired employee of the Lenk Company.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Marsha Carver, Franklin, Mrs
:Shirley Clahorn, Springfield, Tenn., and Mrs. Helen Foley. Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Beulah Anderson. Radcliff: one brother, James Crowder,
Madison, Tenn.: seven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at noon in. the chapel of Crafton Funeral
Home,Franklin. The Rev. Steve Curtis will officiate. Burial will follow in
Restlawn Memorial Gardens there.

The funeral for Mr?. Nell Colson Outland was Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts of:
ficiated.
Pallbearers were Charles Jackson, Tommy Colson, Max Boyd, Kim
Pennington. Eddie Outland and Phil Harrell. Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery.
.By Citherine Siv ills
Mrs. Outland, 74, North Eighth Street, Murray. died Friday. Nov. 1.2,
The Surgeon General has final1999, at 7 a.m. at her home.
ly stated that -lack of physical activHer husband, John E. Outland, and one sister, Mrs. Treva Jones. pre- ity will be detrimental to your
ceded her in death. Born Feb. 2, 1925, in Calloway County. she was the health." Well, it's about time!
:industry is urns ing.•
daughter ofthe late Joe S.-Colson and Evie Ellis Colson.
soureoue with some-"sta- ..Hospitals worldwide.are becomMrs. Outland was a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church. She resided tus" admits publicly
that.we have ing .committed to the "health and
in Florida for several years returning to Calloway County in 1,980.
to make Physical activity a prior- wellness- philosophy and are spendSurvivors include three sisters, Mrs. Lorene-Jackson, Mrs. Lovella - ity, or we will pay for it later in
eing lots of money on health eduBoyd and Mrs. Hilda Pennington, one brother, Cletus Colson and wife. life. Physical - wellness is such a
cation and programming for peoWanda, and two sisters-in-law, Mrs.'Mary Lou Swann and Mrs. Alice huge part of? the wellness model
ple to take advantage of.
Outland, all of Murray: one stepdaughter, Mrs. Sharon Stubblefield and quit I wanted
to share some mire
Murray-Calloway County Hoshusband, Vernon, Richmond: one stepson, Eddie Outland and wife, Betty. information
with you this 'month. pital is also on board with this
' —Carterville. Ill.: seven nieces and nephews.
,The exciting news about the philosophy, and we are making
surgeon generals -report is that strides daily to develop and supregardless of your age, it is never port a healthy community. If you
too late to start a physical activ- -haven't driven by Eighth and Poplar
ity .program. The body of. a 90- streets lately. you should.
year-old will receive the exact
.Right now you will just see a
same benefits as the body of a big open area with lots of dirt,
26-year-old from .a properly but soon you will see a building,
designed exercise program.
that will house more than just
„ Physical inactivity has become exercise equipment and a - swimThe cultists left a video mes-- a serious problem . in the United ming pool. This building repreSAN DIEGO (AP) — Armed
sage
the
saying they were shedding Slates: More, than half of U.S. sents the hospital's commitment to
for
with cash and a taste
their "earthly containers" to join adults do not meet recommended our community.. health: We are
macabre. Cathee Shultz and J.D.
a sPaceship trailing the tail of the levels of moderate physical activ- becoming wellneSs-centered instead
Healy hope to buy a• relic from
ity, and one-fourth engage in no of sickness-centered.
Hale Bopp comet.
the worst mass suicide in Amerileisure time physical activity at
Plq-sicians all osci the ,,,unn
Shultz
and
her
husband
have
history.
.
can
are joining in t) becoming "exeralready acquired from an anony- all.
The couple. owners of a bizarre
A pattern of Oactivity. also cise ads ocates.- and they are actushrine -known as the Museum of mous donor one of the outfits, she
said. A bunk bed would allow known as sedentism. begins early allv prescribing exercise to their
Death, say they Will be among
in life making the promotion of .patients What would you do if
the expected hundreds at a Nov. theni to create an exhibit dupliphysical activity aniong children
yoUrr 7 doctor wrote on- a prescripcating
one
of
the
rooms
in
the
house.
20 auction of property belonging
imperative. Studies suggest- that tion pad. "Exercise three times per
"I'm
doing
it
because
it's
weird
memcult
Gate
Heaven's
to 39
exercise habits in adulthood are
week at 30 'minutes each time?bers who committed suicide at a, and 1 like that kind of stuff. but
often established in childhood, so
'I could go on and'On with stimI'm
a
historian.
too,"
Shultz
said.
mansion in Rancho Santa Fe.
lets get our kids moving.
ulating information and facts, but
All
the
cult's
intellectual
propAnyone looking for arm patchwe promote physical the truth is this isn't an thing new--.
How
es embossed with the group's logo erty. including the writings of its
activity among young people'? First For years. we has e been told that
leader
Marshall
Applewhite
and
or artwork featuring space aliens,
all.-we-cau-pFovide -quality daily- exercise_and daily ph‘sical activanything 'bearing me- cult'S logo,
however, should stay home.
physical
education. Children need itv is a. good thing only ninv we
Other than the famed bunk beds. were given to two former cult
to learn fundamental motor skills are told that if We don't •make
members.
Mark
and
Sarah
King
few if any of the items — teleand develop health related physi- exercise a priority. we will suffer
visions, VCRs, kitchen utensils, of Phoenix, as part of a legal setfitness
cal(cardiovascular the consequences later.
furniture, sleeping bags. a tram- tlement earlier this year with San
endurance, muscular strength and
We began four months ago with
Diego
County.
poline and a fax machine -- have
endurance. , flexibility and body defining wellness and what is
"They
didn't
want
those
things
much connection to what happened
-composition).
entailed in being a "well-rounded"
March 26. 1997. at the cult's rent- to he part of any ghoulish auc•
Physical
education,
provided
at
person in pun intended).
tion:'
said
Jillyn
Hess-Verdon, a
ed home.
school,.is an ideal way to encourNext, we re‘iewed, the first two
lawyer
for
the
Kings.
That doesn't matter to Shultz
facets of . wellness being emotionage
activity
and
develop
fitness
The
county
administrator
is
listand her husband.
al and physical and that each one
"Even if it's just a linen nap- ing the sale as that of the John among children and, for many cliiiis directly related to the .other.
dren.
will
be
their
only
preparanamed
Craig
Estate,
for
a
cult
kin, we hope to get something."
Next month, we will disci,tion for an active lifestyle.
said Shultz, 37, who plans to move member, to downplay its connecsocial
wellness. but until then. I
.
For
this
reason.
the
Centers
for
their museum from San Diego to tion to the mass suicide. The estate
challenge you to evaluate your
Control.
Di
ease.
and
Prevention
has
been
appraised
at
550.000.
but
Hollywood in January.
physic-al wellness commitment.
The item the couple most wants the sale could generate more. Pro- WIWI. the National- Association
Where does your health fall on
Sport
and
lot
Physical
Education
is one of the 20 bunk-bed frames. ceeds will.go to the cultists' famyour. list of priorities, and just
(NASPE)
and
the
American
Heart
ilies.
The cultists were found in the
betrause you are not sick, does
"We have no idea who will Association, all recommend combeds poisoned to death from a
that
mean that. you are well?
prehensive
daily
physical
educamixture of applesauce, vodka- and show up or how much they'll
It
is something to think about.
K-12.
for
children
tion
offer,"
said
Kent
Schirmer. head
barbiturates. They were dressed in
_If you find .yourself rolling your
from
.
I
just
returned
sledthe
of
the
property
division
of
the
black outfits with "Away Team"
eyes at this 'challenge.. I ask you
patches, Nike tennis shoes, purple county administrator's office. "We 'meal Fitness Association conferto revert hack to the first senencouraged
ence.
and
by
I
am
the
know
if
don't
people
will put a
shrouds and a plastic bag over
ii this article
direction
in
medical
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premium
on
it
just
because
of
the
their heads
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WELLNESS

HOW TO BEACH US...
BY PHONE

270-753-1916

'Heaven's Gate'
auction to be held

Nine-year-old girl kills herself
after re-enacting movie scene
PAHOKEE, Fla. (AP) — A 9year-old girl believed to be re-enacting a scene from the movie "The
Man in the Iron Mask" ditt after
hanging herself with a shoelace.
Investigators believe Jennifer
Wood lost her balance while standing in a closet on a 2-foot-high
plastic storage container. She was
found Saturday. hanging by a
shoelace noose from a closet rod.
The second-grader was found
by her father, who got her down
and tried to revive her. She later
was pronounced dead at Glades
General Hospital.
Her parents said Jennifer had
become captivated by the death
of a princess who hangs herself

in -The Man in the Iron Mask:.
a 1998 film rated PG-13. which
stars teen idol Leonardo DiCaprio.
Carmen Wood. the girl's mother, told Palm_ Beach County sheriff's deputies that she had found
her daughter acting out the movie's
death scene twice before.
"Ever- since she was 4 years
old, she would -act-out what she
saw in movies:: said Mrs. Wood,
39. "She would play parts from
Anastasia or the Hunchback of
Notre Dame. But she always knew
the difference between pretend and
reality. .Until now."
An autopsy was performed Sunday. and results were expected
today, investigators said.
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SEE WHAT WE HAVE.. Jasmine Skinner shows off the painted
pumpkin donated to the Calloway County Preschool by Nona
and Ralph Sli.

Physical wellness
has benefits for all

Mrs. Nell Colson Outland

Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical

11

NEW TEST FOR
PARKINSON'S

^

OPPQJTY
TO WATCH I ©. •?V
THE ROTARY
commuNITY TELETHON
Murray Rotary Club is producing the annual
TV Telethon over local city and county cable
channels on November 15-18 from 7:00 - 10:00
PM. The Calloway County channel is carried on
Calloway County's rural cable. MSU Channel
11 is carried on Mayfield Cablevision also.
All programming produced locally

Investments Since 1854.
. •

Stock Market Report

Do% Jones Ind. A‘g...10754.64 -14.68 Intel
Air Products
%4..
-12 Kroger
•
43
6i0,
AT&T
LG & E
46'.
Bell South
Lucent Tech
54'. +s. Mattel
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 76um
McDonalds
Caterpillar
54'2 Merck
Daimler Chrysler
Microsoft
Dean Foods
J.C. Penney
Exxon
744)
7
;
:u+ni
Pfizer, Inc.
Firstar
28'•
Quaker
Oats
. 1 Ford Motor
4-.
`3
•.',• 7.4-•'.1
Schering-Plough
General Electric
136'.+un
‘%;611. ./'
General Motors
72's 4.'t Sears
Goodrich
unc Texaco
Time Warner
Goodyear
37%
.bb• L**•••
HopFed Bank*
20 B 20'.A Union Planters
95". unc UST
BM
••••Cw.' t *'••
Ingersoll Rand
' Wal-Mart
•
47% +.

Dates:
Time:
Channel:

Prices as
of 9 a.m
751* 24 -1.
21%4.'1.
73% +
13
48 -‘.
75% unc
8131
.
- 1'.
23',
unc

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-3366

-

This event is sponsored by local businesses.

70 45.• •
27'• •

Tune in and watch local celebrities promote
local businesses.
Funds raised by the advertising this year go to:

NIWARD
DONS

Playhouse in the Park
Murray Calloway County Community
Education Program

SINCE tasit

Our Best Inuestment Is You.
J B Hill

209 S. 3rd St. • 753-534.1

.W.L Lyon*, Inc • Mornbef NYSE and SIPC
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November 15 - 18
7:O0-. 10:00 PM
The MSU Channel
11 in the city
10 in the county

The programming for'each evening features:
Monday:
Nov. 15 - Calloway
Tuesday:
Nov. 16 - Murray Independent School
Wednesday: Nov. 17 - Murray State University
Thursday: Nov. 18 - Community Focus

54%
29'.+'.

•

•
40
4.1.
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By Dr. Sandra McHenry

YOUR

'Hilliard Lyons is a market makir M this stock
uric - price unchanged
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Health NOTES

Parkinson's disease is often one of the depression, and speed of wrist movemost dreaded enemies of old age. It can ment, three areas where damage from
cause mood swings and
shut Parkinson's can often first be detected.
down a patient's ability to control body Researchers hope that improved testing
movements. While there is no cure for will eventually reduce the average time
Parkinson's, there is hope for coping with it takes to diagnose Parkinson's which is
its effects through early treatment. currently between one and two years.
Drugs are now available to slow down Dr. Sandra McHenry is a local neurolothe progress of symptoms, but the sooner gist affiliated with Jackson Purchase..
they are begun, the better. Fortunately, Medical Center. Dr. McHenry is a board
improved diagnostic techniques may certified by the American College of
make it easier for that "sooner" to occur Neurology,and has been in practice since
before the disease has a chance to
1995. Her office is located at 220
irreversibly damage much of the
West Walnut Mayfield KY. For
brain's speech and movement
appointments or emergencies
centers. The new testing
call 270-247-8100
involves measuring the Jackson Purchase
sense of smell, degree of Medical Center

Remember
Local Charities
when giving this Holiday Season!

• New unit sales • Seruice for most brands • Bags for most brariii
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity
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Dr. Mahin Pouryaghma will be
isiting the Murray and Paducah
area on Tuesday and Wednesday.
She will conduct an informal,.
discussion on "Enriching Communication & Improving Relationships" on Tuesday at 7 p:m.
in the lobby of Ordway Hall on
the .campus of Murray State Uniy.
Dr. Pouryaghma has traveled
to Moldova and the Ukraine in
the 'former Soviet Union, Uganda
in Africa, New Delhi, India and
the Caribbean in service to human-

ity and world peace.
Although currently retired, her
professional interests include
improving mental health through
spiritualization, working with
groups on consultation and problem solving skills, as well as the
topics of Tuesday night's discussion. enriching communications and
improving relationships.
During her visit to the area,
she will also meet with the InterRacial Women's Group and the
Lourdes Hospital staff in Paducah.
Dannean Farris of Murray'
State's Counseling qnd Testing Center will lead a guided meditation
before the' discussion.
Refreshments will be served
after the program.
The public is invited to attend
free of charge.
For more information call p7531066.

9. Who could have a stroke?
t. Anyone.

Know the
signs of stroke.

Presented by

Glendale Place
Christy Mattingly

14

Marketing Director

(il-Ill

04() 25 t-C-111

Searching Your Memory
If you are an older person who has
difficulty recalling names, or
searches for glasses that are perched
on top of your head, these memory
lapses are scarcely anything to
viorry about. Everyone has had the
experience of walking into a room
and forgetting what he or she had
intended to do there. The fact is that
your memory may not be as sharp as
it once was. Forgetting names and
misplacing items, however, should
not be interpreted as signs of
Alzheimer's disease, which is
marked by severe memory loss.
Only about 10% of people over age
65 years develop Alzheimer's.
Unless you routinely have trouble
remembering what day of the week
it is or performing a common task,
don't worry.
There are many reasons why
GLENDALE PLACE makes sense.
Here at 905 Glendale Road, you'll
find a family of people who are
committed to making your life easier and carefree. We provide a 24hour staff for peace of mind, emergency call systems in every bedroom & bathroom, 2 meals Mon.Sat. & brunch on Sun., housekeeping, daily activities planned by our
full-time activity director and transportation. Unlike many retirement
communities, all this is available to
you on a monthly rental basis; we do
not change an entrance or endowment fee. For more information. call
905 Glendale Rd.(759-1555).

SHOWING COSTUMES - Modeling their Halloween costumes
at the October meeting of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Sally DuFord. Pamela
Seward and Julie Osborne.

Music Department
hosts special event
The Music Department of the ta Kelly were hostesses.
The department will meet TuesMurray Woman's Club held- a special meeting in October at the day at 7 p.m. at the club house.
club house to welcome new memEllie Brown will present a proComgram on "'Portrait
bers.
This was a salad supper with poser."
a Halloween costume parade.
Hostesses will be Martha
RunMary Beth Hays, Laura Miller, Crafton: Amy
Judith Hill, Angela Massey, Von- nels, Mary Ann Russell. Kim Scott,
nie Hays-Adams, Libby Hart, Linda Scott, Pamela Seward and
Rebecca Dublin-Landolt and Joet-

ea!! 753-1916 today with your society news!!

POINSETTIA SALE!
Now thru
November 18th

Nft.r?
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

A new group is being formed for moms and their babies. It
is being called Mom and Me and will meet each first and third
Wednesday of the month from .1 to 2 p.m. in the nursery area
of the First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray. Meeting dates will be Nov. 17, Dec. 1 and 15, and Jan. 5
and 19.
Each play group session will include and informational chat
geared for the under 2 age group (safety, health and developmental topics); a - socialization and support time with other
moms like you; an opportunity for your baby to interact and
play with other children; lasting memories with your little one.
A door prize will gisen at each play group session.
For more information call 762-7333 or 759-1510.

LifeHouse event Tuesday
LifeHouse Care Center for Women will have.a fund-raising event
on Tuesday from 5 to 9 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. Ten percent of all
sales will go to benefit LifeHouse, but the center must have,at
least 25 people say they came for LifeHouse in order to get the
donation. All persons interested in the work of LifeHouse are urged
to attend.

Calloway County Homemakers Council will take orders for the
poinsettias through Thursday. This is an annual project of the homemakers and orders are due at the Calloway County extension Office
or to Judy Stahler. Plants can be picked up or delivered on Dec.
2 at First Baptist Church Fellowship. To place an order cal 7531452 or 753-7387.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of :Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make
slops at Sedalia First Baptist Church from 9:30 to II:30 a.m. and
at Tri-CityHomes Bros. Grocery from 1 to 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday;
at the Murray Cheri Theaters from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. on Wednesday; and at Dees Bank of Hazel from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. and at Midway Grocery from 12:30 to 3 p.m. on
Thursday. Offered will be blood pressure checks, pulse and flu
Shots at all stops in November. The flu shots will be given after
a consent form is signed and medical history is taken. There is a
$5 charge for the flu shot or a Medicare part B/Medicaid card is
acceptable.

Oaks ladies will play bridge

Calloway County Homemakers
1 6-1/2 inch pot- $7.00(5-7 Blooms)
8-1/2 inch pot. $15.00 (3 Plants to P,
'All money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church.
Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahler by November 18th Plants can be picked
up Or delwered on December 2nd at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall
To place order by phone contact Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387

Grace ladies will meet
Ladies Bible Study will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the fellowship house of Grace Baptist Church. This is open to all interested women.

Ladies Class on Wednesday
Ladies Bible Class of University Church of Christ will meet
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. in the fellowship hall. Lisa Cooper will
be the guest speaker. Following the class, a potluck luncheon will
he .served. All women of the church are invited.

Bell Ringers are wanted

BRAND NEW LOCATIO
SAME EXCELLENT Sp

HOW TO REACH US...
BY PHONE

The Essential

Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

-Massage Therapy -Facials AVEDA
& DPI• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Maar

270-753-1916
General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

7'4B 7:-CD T'iBlif

Salvation Army Service Unit Chairman Kerry Lambert needs
‘olunteers for the bell ringing for the raising of' money for the
needy of Callow ay County. in the annual Christmas Kettle appeal.
Dates for ringers are still open and for information or to sign up
for the service call Lambert at 753-7265.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, back entrance. Calendar
planning will be part of the evening's activities. The SOS is a sup- •
port group for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270.247-7754.

Moms In Touch will meet
Moms in Touch International, a prayer support group. will meet
Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church. For more information call DeeDee Cohoon- at 759-9778 or Ginger Leavell at
759-4732.

Programs at library

Look For Your

Holiday Cookbook
in Friday's Ledger
Belinda
Jett
has
lost
62 lbs.
and
584
inches.

Calloway County Public Library will have Baby and Parent/Adult
from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and Toddler and Parent/Adult from 10:30 to
II a.m. on Tuesday; Parents and Twos from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and
Preschool Story Hour from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Wednesday. For
n ()filiation call 753-2288

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service by the nurses of
the church.

iNIMMINNIONAMMOHOMMOW
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PLUS
THE BONUS CORD FREE SPEED IRON.
Take the Oreck Challenge and see for yourself
why thousands of luxury hotels, offices, airports
and schools insist on the 8 lb. Oreck XL
There's nothing to lose but the hidden dirt
that's embedded in your carpet
Buy any 8 lb ORECK XL Hotel Upright
with powerful Compact Canister and get the
Cord Free Speed Iron FREE' with purchase

/A

BONUS BALL #1

BONUS BALL #2
PLAYS LIKE A BONUS BM-ABUT THE Knights PUT THE MONEY IN
THE POT'

cpREcK

"s..5.21.'du.seg- mewl,sevvt.c•the.Rg4t"
Hwy. 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16, Roidiand — 270-898-7301 1-800-599-USEW (8739)
305 N 12th St. • University Square • flurray
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Poinsettia orders due by Thursday

' Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Ada Roberts, phone
753-29. This is open to all interested club women.'
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$50000 Coverall now ail5umbere
Play K of C Bingo every TuesdaiirnIng 7pm
War Harr PULL 749S • SFECONALL Pepins at 9:30 pm
Plays 12 1
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
cards starting
1 A Non-protit Ctiaritable Organization
Games
at $10.00

[

Featunng nsghdy spec,als xi $1 per card or $2 for three Special carry over 7 4. +
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served Kentucky Charitable Gaffing License At0RG0000514
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The Kenlake Ladies Golf League ber four.
played golf on Nov. 10 at the
,Other ladies playing were Dotty
Kenlake State Resort Park Golf Elliott. Daisy Durham. Helen
Course.
Moores, Helen Hubbs. Joan
The game of the day, using Clements, Betty Hunt, Hazel Hill,
only two clubs plus putter, was Louise Parker, Susan Thetford.
won by Freda Elkins with a 42. Helen Roberts 'and Mary MadaLow putts went to Ina Horton jczyk.
with 15 putts.
The ladies will play WednesHorton also won the chip in day with tee time at 10 a.m.
at
pot when she chipped in on num- the Kenlake 1.()1f L.,)tir \L.

Yum! Yum! If Buddy could only
speak, those would be his exact
words. Jack Wagar's precious threeyear-old long haired Dachshund
adores ice cream from the Dairy
Queen.
As the Dairy Queen has closed
for the winter, Buddy and Jack
will have to wait till next spring
for Another. yummy taste of ice
cream from there.
Buddy is a constant companion of Jack's and with his sweet
spirit and calm personality, who
wouldn't like to have a pet just
like this wonderful little Dachshund?
The Greatest?
• The American Film Institute has.
'named the 50 greatest screen legends.
You will remember those wonderful movies they acted in over
the years and reruns on the .sable •
-• channels. ,
MEN
I. Humphrey Bogart
-2. Cary Grant
3. James Stewart
4. Marlon Brando
5. Fred Astaire

6. Henry FondJ
7. Clark Gable
8. James Cagney
9. Spencer Tracy
10. Charlie Chaplin
II. Gary Cooper
12. Gregory Peck
13. John Wayne
14. Laurence Olivier
IS. Gene Kelly
16. Orson _Welles
17. Kirk Douglas
18. James Dean
19. Burt Lancaster.
20. The Marx Brother,
Buster Keaton
Sidney Poitier
13. Robert Mitchum
24. Edward G. Robinson
25. William Hoiden
WOMEN
•1. Katharine Hepburn
2. Bette Davis
- 3:- Audrey Hepburn
4. Ingrid Bergman
5. Greta Garbo
6. Marilyn Monroe
7. Elizabeth Taylor
8. Judy Garland
9. Marlene Dietrich
10. Joan Crawford
II. Barbara Stanwyck
12. Claudette Colbert
13. Grace Kelly
14, Ginger Rogers

12-Month Customized

Color Calendar
Bring 61 12 of your favorite family photos, and
we'll print in a large

11" x 17"Calendar

CORYPIUS

Wagar
Buddy,

•

15. Mae West
16. Vivien Leigh
17. Lillian Gish
IS. Shirley Temple •
19. Rita Hayworth
-O. Lauren Bacglr
21. Sophia Loren
22. Jean Harlow
23. Carole Lombard
24. Mary Pickford
25. Ava Gardner

A company. may >pread itseli
over the whole world.. may employ
thousands of men and women...yet
the average person will form his
_ judgment if the company through
his contact with one irrdividual.
If this person is rude or inefficient_ it will require a lot of
courtesy'and efficiency to overcome
the bad impression.
Every member of an organizaAs the Christmas shopping sea- tion who in any capacity comes
son begins soon, here is some in contact with the public, is a
good information on'being a sales- salesman...the impression he makes
man.
is an advertisement...good or had.

white beans, skillet fried potatoes.,
breaded vegetable sticks. *tiny
whole carrots. corn chowder.
Thursday - Italian Festival spaghetti w/meatballs. *shrimp
marinara. fettucini alfredo. sliced
roast beef, cream potatoes w/gravy.
*Italian green beans, fried cheese
sticks, *sauteed squash, fried okra.
garlic toast, potato and bacon soup.
Friday - *oven broiled fish filet,
cabbage roll. BBQ pork on bun,
potato cheese casserole, *broccoli
spears w/cheese sauce. breaded

Cooper Discover
HT and AT
Truck Tires

NOVI
DI STOCK!

•50,000 Mile Tread Warranty

400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads

cauliflower, *mi,xed vegetables.
*minestrone soup.
Saturday
chicken
and
dumplings, smoked sausage and
kraut, *fish almondine. *green peas
w/pearl onions, tender carrots, red
beans and rice, corn fritters. *garden vegetable soup.
Sunday - *pork loin. *vegetable
lasagna. lasagna, garlic bread,
*parslied new potatoes. green bean
casserole: fried mushrooms, *w inter mixed vegetables. Wiseon
cheese

Furniture • Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776

Solos and Teams!
*1,200 Mile Average Length ofHaul

* 95% No Touch
Assigned Freightliners *Safety Booms *Medical in 30 Days

Get in shape BEFORE the New Year!

Lo9k before you leap!
Diving depth should be nine feet
when diving from the edge of
the pool.

(270)753-7117

1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 42071

Hospital menus released for week
"Heart-Smart" is the program lows.
for the Menus in the cafeteria of
Monday - steakhouse chicken
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- strips, savory beef stew. *crumb
tal. the dining room is now open 'topped fish filet. fried okra, *cream
after remodeling.
style corn, broccoli spears. *baked
The menus are designed fol- potato, ham and bean soup.
lowing the guidelines of the AmerTuesday - *pork loin. *turkey
ican Heart Association and the tetrazinni, stuffed peppers. *brus• American Dietetic Association. sel sprouts, *Francois blend, vegFoods marked with an * are heart- etables, fried squash, duchess potasmart menus.
toes w/gravy, *chicken gumbo.
Menus, subject to occasional
Wednesday - catfish nuggets
change. for the week of Nov. 15 w/hush puppies, *lemon pepper
to 21 ha‘e been released i.tC fol- chicken, pork chop, ,i`seasoned

IFTGRIEADEAT

just for you!

Give us 30 minutes, 3 times a week
& you will see results!
If you are
a size
20
18
16
14
12
10

You Can Be
a size._
16
14
12
10
8
6

Catherine Grunert
bride-elect of
Jared Lassiter
join our
bridal registry.

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

"30 min.fitness & wt. loss centers"
•offer hallo! or !Iry rIsli atm:41,11cm & mai 12 Fn., ri program

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times Call
(27C)-153-111C

Eight out of ten women feel your pain.
Most women are wearing the wrong bra size and don't even know it
Join us for a free Bra Fitting Clinic at JCPenney where one of our
Certified Fitting Consultants will help you determine which bra size,

Know the
signs of stroke.
Stidd4t weakness or numbness of the face, arm
or leg on one side of the body
Sudden dimness or loss of vision, particularly in
only one eye
Loss ofspeech or difficulty talking or understanding speech
Sudden, severe headaches with no apparent cause
Unexplained dizziness or unsteadiness, or sudden
falls, especially when it includes any of the
symptoms mentioned above

CARDINAL
(606) 254-5701

shape and style is right for you. Just think, with the right bra you

Wednesday, November 17, 1999 • 10:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thursday, November 18, 1999 • 10:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Call 759-1400, ask for the Lingerie Department to schedule your appointment

Come

in. Call in.

Log on.

- CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER (270) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.- Sunday 1:00 p.m.-6 p.m
SALON HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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Honeybees play important role in area

,
a)

A small creature know n as the
honeybee is not frequently thought
about by most of us except during spring and summer when we
are in the outdoors and happen to
look upon one or see a hive swarm.
Honeybees seem to go about
their work with persistence and
focus that makes many of us env)
their work habits.
For many crops throughout the
country. such as truck crops, these
insects play a very important role
in pollination and success of the

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAYWELL
U.K Cooperative Extension Agent
crop. However, the honeybee populations have dwindled in this area
the last several years.
Calloway County is not the

•
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1999 GMC 2500 Ext. Cab SLE Pickup St. #
00046.1 Maroon/Gray, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/VV,
$24,986
T/C, Only 4,000 miles

1999 Dodge 1500 Club SLT Pickup st. # 99422.1
White, V-8, Auto, NC, PM,/, P/L, T/C, Cassette,

$19,995

1997 Dodge Avenger ES St. #00085.1

Tan, V-6,

DES MOINES. Iowa (AP) Like many of her classmates pursuing a career in agriculture, Jennifer Smith tailored her schedule
at Iowa State University to fit the
current job market.
Smith, a student in the College
of Agriculture, filled her course
schedule with classes in agronomy, communications and agricul-

$10,986

Auto, PNV, P/L, T/C, Cassette

'1997 Dodge Intrepid ES - St. #512 V-6,Auto,A/C,
P/W, P/L, Power Seat, Only 37,000 miles

$11,986
1997 Mercury Cougar XR7 St. # 00069.1

V-8, Blue.
miles
31,000
Cassette,
Seat,
Power
P/W, P/L, T/C,
Reduced $11,995

1997 GMC Jimmy SLE - St. #99229.1

4D, 4WD.

Reduced $16,995

V-6, P'W. P L, T.0

1996 Ford F150 XLT LWB Pickup - St. #00220.1
Burgandy, V-8, Auto, NC, PNV, P/L,,T/C, 43,000

$12,986

miles

1996 Dodge 1500 Conversion Truck - St. #
00087.2 Black/Gray, V-8, Leather, 57,000 miles

$13,995
1996 Nissan Maxima SE - St # 00099.1

White, All

$14,995

power, 58,000 miles

1996 Chevy S-10 LS St. #00198.1

Blue, PS/PB, AC,

,

Cassette

$6,995

1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. # 00165.2. V-8,
Black, Auto, NC,.P/W, P/L T/C, 58,000 miles

$11,995
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. #00135.2
$9,995
Tan, V-6, NC,PS/PB, 62,000 miles
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2, Blue/Tan, NC, PS/PB, 41,000 miles
Reduced $10,995

1995 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 Sport - St # 00042.1'
$8.995
4.0 six cyclinder, Auto, A/C
1995 Chevy Tahoe LS St #00214.1

4D, 4WD, Red,

$18,995

V-8, Auto, A/C, P/VV, P/L, T/C

St. # 00185.1 White, A/C, P/S,
$6,995
P/B, Only 35,000 miles

1995 Ford Escort SW

1995 Dodge Dakota Sport St. # 00088.2 V-6, Auto.
$8,450
A/C, Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. # 99266.2 V-8,
$7,995
P/W. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles

VET
TALK
ty Dr. Bet haracter

A cough in a brood cow a snotty nose e the black
calf...was that a My by the herd bull" As you look
through your shelves With antibiotic do yo choose'
416
The ideal antibrobc wcuid be effective for every
pathogen and inexpensrle. Unfortunately ths is not
avairable The follovang is a review of two antibiotics
avatatile over-the-counter and what to consider in
Ter use
ias
P
LA 20CVLA 103 (Oxyletracychne) - the LA 200 is
Iwo as strong as LA 100 It is effective against many
different pathogens. As compared to other antibiotics
it has good strength . LA 200 should be given every 23days at a dose cA 4.5 mi1/1001bs. given in the rnusde or under the skin LA200 would be a good chorce
for foot rot, mild respiratory infection. Anapiasmosis,
and pmkeye. It is net veryirfor mastitis.
•
•
to other antibiotics. penciller
compared
Peocilin - As
is a fart to good antibrottc depending on the cause of
infection It has good strength on susceptible deb
bons. I most be given twice daily for maximum Act,
3ose ts 6 mk 1 DO Ibis given ir the rnutcle Penciltn rs
one of the best choices for mastbs. arid is also effecaye for mid respiratory infecOons, mild cases of foot
rot and wounds

1994 Plymouth Laser - St. # 00106.1 A/C, PS/PB,
$3,995
Auto

•

Al! Vehicles Subject

To Prior Sale

( "Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company." )

The Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers' Association has set
the opening of dark air cured sales
in Mayfield and Murray.
The Mayfield market will sell
Dec. 6. 13 and 20. The Murra

Know the
signs of stroke.

• Sudden weakness or numbness of the face, arm
or leg on one side of the body
• Sudden dimness or loss of vision, particularly in
only one eye
• Loss of speech or difficulty talking or understanding spcech
• Sudden, severe headaches with no apparent cause
• Unexplained dizziness or unsteadiness, or sudden
falls, especially when it includes any of the
symptoms mentioned above

CARDINAL
HILEIrolgrZ

1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

1
2
3.
4.

market will sell Dec. 7, 14 and
21. In past years, sales before
Christmas have tended to be better than those after the first of
the year. These sales days should
provide ample marketing time for

Q. Who could have a stroke?
1. All of them.

Westside
Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

$30

the farm sector looks to fill near48,000 jobs each year and can
find only 46,000 qualified graduates.
Mike Gaul, a career services
counselor at Iowa State, saia the
school's job fair this month reflects
the trend. The number of companies planning to interview students
is ahead of schedule, he said, but
students are still apprehensive.
"They're definitely coming in
concerned," Gaul said. "It's not really that bad from an entry-level
standpoint. We have had a good
array of positions coming in."
Gaul said jobs in fields such
as horticulture, food science and
agriculture education are plentiful,
while work in farm chemicals is
more diffiCult to land.
Still, for a good portion ofgriculture students, the plight of the
farm economy has reached a personal level. Commodity prices fell
in 1998 because of the Asian financial crisis and strong crop production the past two years has raised
corn and soybean supplies.
"It's kind of seen as a cyclical thing," said Lindsay Searle,
an Iowa Statelssenior. "We're worried that when we're done in May

ly

(606) 254-5701

Get Your

Dodge

1

PETS OF THE WEEK - Calloway County Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore St., Murray, features these Chow/Collie mix puppies, seven weeks
old, male and female, as some
of the animals available for
adoption this week. Hours of
the shelter are 10.. a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday,
and closed on Sunday. For
information call 759-4141.

the job prospects will be gloomy."
Fellow senior Erik Heggen said
he's optimistic about finding work
in agriculture business, but he
knows the state of the farm economy firsthand. His parents ran a
small diversified farm in Harcourt,
but both have worked in outside
jobs for the past few years and
now farm on the side.
"We're kind of seeing our parents not doing as well as in the
past," Heggen said. "You kind of
question where you stand and
where you're going to be.Only about 15 percent of Iowa
State's agriculture graduates return
to work on the family farm, said
academic adviser Lisa Brejac. She
said she tries to steer students
toward work in sales, agronomy
and • other parts of agribusiness
'
where more opportunities exist.
For some like Heggen, however, family farming might be an
option down the road.
"I see a lot of friends get away,
get some experience and then come
back," he said. "Its awful tough
to take the farm out of the farm
•
kid."

Growers are encouraged to take
special precautions to ensure.their
tobacco is in proper order. Tobacco with too much moisture will
damage easily and usually the price
is discounted by the buyers. Those
producers flaking or baling dark
air cured should be sure they continue to class their tobacco properly and pay special attention to
the moisture level.
For additional information, producers may contact Will E. Clark
at (502)753-3341.

5 Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8 Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms
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1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
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13 Numb Fingers
14 Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16 Aching Feet

1.!
1

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE If yOu want more
Care and treatment, we do all the paperwork

CALL NOW
BRING THIS
COUPON
WITH YOU

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

Plymouth
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CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!
I MOM I H I
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$30)

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains This examinatiip normally costs $30 00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological
test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restncted or excess motion in the
spine,.a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results
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NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

Have:
3-Aver

all producers who wish to sell
before Christmas. January sales
will be announced at a later date.

OR BE REIMTO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT
As A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
BURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH is PERFORMED
FOP THE RE F GE critCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

PtP/7t"ief
awicr

The Su

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

FREE.

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

.your w

Dates set for tobacco sales

Brought to you as a*public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at:

Silver,

Reduced $7,995

All Power, Leather

ture business. When she, wasn't
helping out on the family farm in
Atlantic, Iowa, she took internships that helped her learn about
crop chemical sales and special
herbicides.
It looks as though.the plan will
pay off. Smith already is mulling
job offers and expects - to be
employed when she graduates a
semester early in December.
Bui like thost of her peers,
Smith admits the face of today's
agriculture - low commodity
prices, consolidations and government bailouts - can make even
the most qualified graduate uneasy.
"Everyone wants to make sure
they're -on the right side of the
.merger," she said. "There's a tendency that the last one hired is
the first one fired, so we want to
make sure."
While many college seniors
seeking a career in agriculture
expect to find jobs waiting for
them, the weakened farm economy has cast a Shadow of apprehension.
Some career counselors assure
students that jobs will be available. According to a recent U.S.
Department of Agriculture study.

”Aavays remember that for food production animals
all antibiotics have a required withdrawal penod
before the animal can be slaughtered For LA 200 and
oenicalrn a vethdravoal period of 30 days from the last
should be observed
r
1*/
'eons that respond to anabolic therapy asially
snow improvement within 3-4 days of treatment If you
nave a problem that doesn't seem to be responding
snouid consult a veterinarian for further diagnosis.

1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE - St.# 99221 2 All
$7,995
Power, Leather, 79,000 miles

1994 Lincoln Continental - St. #99356.1

and die. Also, tracheal mites gath- ical is tarried out by placing an
er in the esophagus of bees and eight by one-inch plastic strip.
which contains the chemical,
suffocate bees to death.
Fluvalinate is a chemical that between the brood frames of a
has been used to control this var- hive.
It is very important for bee2
roa mite in years past, but varroa
mite resistance of this chemical keepers to make sure that Fluhas been discovered in recent valinate resistance is in a hive of
months. Therefore, another chem- bees before using the emergency
ical to 'control these mites_ has labeled Coumaphos. By checking
received an emergency exemption hives treated with Fluvalinate, beekeepers will know if resistance is
from the Federal Pesticide Act.
Coumaphos is the chemical that occurring and should change treatreceived this emergency exemp- meats promptly.
From time to time I receive
tion for beekeepers under the EPA
Sectkm 18 Emergency Usage for calls about honeybees and the manControl of .Varroa Mites.
agement of the beehive. The CalThis chemical will also-be effec- loway County Extension Office
tive in controlling the Small Hive has information about getting startBeetle which can be detrimental ed in beekeeping and other valuto beehives. The Small Hive Bee- able information related to honey
tle has not been a problem yet in production.
Kentucky. but possibly could infect
If you have questions about this
our state's beehives.
treatment of the varroa mite, give
The treatment with fills chem- me a call.

Ag students concerned about farm economy

CAR OR TRUCK

17,000 miles

growing belt for vegetable type
crops; however, the existence of
the honeybee in our area is still
vital for other pollination needs.
Also. malty, people find beekeeping a satisfying adventure.
Another small creature known
to invade the body of honeybees
is the varroa mite. These mites
have been blamed on beehive reduction all across the United States.
The pinhead sized mites feed
on the blood of mature bees and
bee larvae and, as a result, cause
the young bees to he deformed
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Nov.
16, 1999:
Use your verbal abilities to motivate others. People will listen to you and are
ready to zoom in and help you. Your
-charisma remains high. whether you are
dealing with your intimate circle or with
new faces. Build security. Stay in touch
with what you need to make yourself
happy. Use your creative resources when
you run into a hassle. If you are single,
romance happens quite easily: you have
:that "special something" that draws others. A significant relationship blossoms
in the spring and summer. If attached,
your relationship will become much
deeper if you are more willing to reveal
your deepest feelings. PISCE,,S.._shares
your wild imagination!
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Don't postpone expressing a good
idea; go off and push it this morning.
Holding and waiting will not work. Good
news comes when you follow through on
a money hunch. Pat yourself on the back.
Be generous with a loved one. Tonight:
Curl up with a good book
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Aim for what you want, even if
it means signing up fOr a course or taking
a leap of faith. You have a way of opening doors and providing opportunities for
others. You draw friendship and support
to you. Accept an invitation that allows
you to network. Tonight: Hook up with
the gang.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Ask a partner for feedback on
a personal situation. You might not agree
with another, but the additional information you receive is useful. Reach out for
others. Make sure your facts are correct.
Listen to diverse opinions. Your intuition
helps you with a difficult authority figure. Tonight:.Work late.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Chase your dreams today.
Stay in control of a .personal matter
Someone's irritated mood can get to you.
but listen -to what he has to share. He
might be grounded in his anger. Take an
overview, and you'll come up with a
dynamic answer. Tonight: Make a longdistance call.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Loosen up about a difficult
associate. You give your all, and that is
the best you can do. Be open to a boss's
suggestion; together you make quite a

team. Be willing to spend more on your
image and a specific partner Tonight:
Relax with your sweetheart or a friend
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Build on established ground
Don't let a risk tempt you. A child or
loved one could be ever so touchy. Steer
clear of problems. Know what works tor
you. Work occupies your thoughts,
schedule meetings for the afternoon, if
possible. Tonight: Enjoy yourself with a
special fhend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A request for money in a.
domestic matter makes you quite uncomfortable. Concentrate on work and stay
focused; a problem might easily dissolve
with time and patience. Learn to understand a partner better, while he is more
willing to speak freely. Tonight: Be nurtunng.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You need to express your opinion,
but another could take your words personally, and vice versa. Examine the way
you communicate; perhaps a change of
style is needed. Creativity kicks in when
you deal with partners. Tonight: Add
some romance to your life.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Take financial action now.
Don't sit back any longer. Good news
follows you if you are willing to take a
risk. Others easily warm up to you. Talk
about what you want. Bring work home

if you need to Don't shy away from
responsibilities Tonight Shuffling
papers.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your high energy motivates others. Schedule a get-together. Balance
your budget carefully; you might want to
spend more money than you had initially
anticipated Make calls; clear your desk.
Plug your creativity into the here and
now Tonight: All of your relationships
need quality time — choose one!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Use the early hours to-bearu- in what you want. A feeling that it is time
to move forward is . right on. Follow
through on matters involving your work
and image. Make it OK to spend some
money on family or a personal need.
Tonight: Treat yourself now!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You have a unique ability to
take an overview You might not always
agree with others. hut presently you
understand their points of view
Together, you make quite a team and are
close to unstoppable. Others respond to
your efforts in the afternoon. Tonight: Do
your thing.
BORN TODAY
Actress Lisa Bonet(1967), baseball player Dwight Gooden- (1964), journalist
Elizabeth Drew (1935)
*5*
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MSU Theatre, in conjunction
with the.MSU Department Of-Music,
will present the musical' production "Grease" Nov. 17-21 at the
Men'E. Johnson Theatre on the
Murray State campus.
"Grease- has dazzled audiences
for over two decades. The latest
production of the show on Broadway and on tour utilized the talents of performers such as Brooke
Shields and Rosie O'Donnell.
Audiences around the world have
bean entertained by this show that
RESEARCH WORK...North sends us hack to the days of pooElementary students use per- dle skirts, leather jackets and, of
sonal microscopes to do re- course, grease in the D.A.search during a science lab.
There are many famous songs
in the production. Most audience
members can sing along with songs
such as -Summer Nights,-"Greased
Lighting- and "Beauty School
Dropout.- just to name a few.
According to James I. Schempp,
.
director, "Grease' is .one of thyse
slum: embedded in our cultural
rr•
consciousness We remember and

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

dream of a tifne when it was okay
to let down your hair. When you
raced for glory, always got the
girl, the good guy always won,
and afterwards, everyone still
looked great in their leather."
Carolyn Thomas, choreographer,
focuses more.,oa how- you feel
vaien_you see the show. "'Grease'
is one of those shoWTS-- that
makes you want to move and
shake! In that time period, people
were interested in being silly yet
virtuosi in .their dancing. I think
that's where the heart of the dancing comes from.. This. extravaganza of music.
dance and singing opens Nov. 17
and runs-.through Nov. 20 at 7
p.m. There is a matinee Nov. 21
at 2:30 p.m. Rescr% ations are encouraged
because of the expected crowds
at die theatre. Reservations may
be made h calling (270). 7624421 between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m.. Monday through Friday.

.VviGy249,<*r. 7E 4/?7-s.
OPEN 6 DAYS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

k\44
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Specializing in General,

r
AIIMME111.1111—
Ronnie Melvin

Bridgestone, Firestone
& Summit Tires

This Area•s
#11 Gas
Ica System

•a47,4•ro4r,
•

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
401 North 4th St.• Murray

• Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Installatior
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up

M NESSEN

Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-11_ll
e. - Wedeetst 'Zeotzeek.cf:1
OseScuerce
ace-Soutce Avt et& WWI c-o•offtrai.49 Keed.).

The ultimate in gas log heat and beauty.
Monessen vent-free gas logs offer you the most
choices in log styles and operation modes. The
most realistic hand crafted logs with glowing
coals and -yellozvflames combined with the high
efficiency of vent-free space heating makes
Monessen the ultimate choice when you're lookingfor gas logs with heat and personality.

!it,?*rilltoilk.ottikodikLAte
FALL LEASE SPECIALS
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2000 Chevrolet S10 Pickup
St. # 00062 A/C, LS, Cassette, Aluminum Wheels, Much More
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*GMAC smartlease with approved credit. 36 month,36,000 mile closedend lease-$397.38 due at lease signing, includes 1st month payment,
license, title and county tax.

2000 Chevrolet Prizm

<=1

St. # 00043 A/C, Auto Transmission, AM/FM Cassette, Much More

24*
+
$212

tax

*GMAC smartlease with approved credit. 36 month,36,000 mile closedend lease-$426.89 due at lease signing, includes 1st month payment,
license, title and county tax.

Best

2000 Chevrolet Silverado Ext. Cab
St. # 00113 P/W,P/L, Tilt, Cruise, CD Player, Much More

$31469* +
tax
*GMAC Smartlease with approved credit. 36 month,36,000 mile closedend lease-$1,562.70 due at lease signing (cash or trade), include $1,000
down payment, 1st month payment, license, title and county tax.
' Whatever It Takes. We Want

TO

Be Your Car or Truck Company.

Heat with Personality.
Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

raullay.
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
k„.•

(ZOldsmobile
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Musical'Grease'
to be presented
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Display Ads
$6.25 Column Inch, 60`i Ifiscuunt 2nd Run,41.19c- I)iscount 3rd Run.
4,.

,

Kw

j,

52.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Low As SO 00 nuromom 1st d.o Ort Isar word pa da• toe rich addmonal roorecutort da)
S:(*

it ShopprE

T 111C, .Chstiicds go 11110 Shopping

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
,Thurs. 3 p.m

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

GOILIC) V.00 cora Oar bltwd box ad.

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Happy‘Virthdcty
If you see this
Murray Electric
employee, known
to be trimming a
tree, wish he/she
a Happy Birthday!
HAPPY 44TH
FtAMONA
Good Body!

7t,

020

025
Notice

ALMO Country Store
& Crawford's BBQ
Crawford's BBQ has Old
Fashion Hickory Smoked
BBO. We have Pork BBQ,
Chickens. Tenderloin; Pork
Chops, Ribs available
Friday & Sat only.
Intersection 1824 & 464.
Open 7 days a week until
Christmas. 753-1934. M-F
6am-6pm. Sat. 6am-5pm.
Sun. 10am-5pm. .
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768-Anytime!

1
Personals
MALE, late fifties, seeking
female about the same
age. Respond to P 0.Box
297. Hardin, Ky 42048.
SINGLE. tired of being
alone? Meet available.
singles
quality
high
Heartland Connections. 1,
800-879-7385,

DEBT Problem? We can
help with Bankruptcy,
Mortgages. Business &
Consolidation Loans. Call
toll free 1-877-392-1641.
Good or bad credit, we
have a solution.

FREE Pregnancy
.

Tests' Life House
7 5 3 -0700

HEARTLAND Shuttle,
Inc.
Daily shuttle service to
and from Nashville AirportCall earty to make your
reservations...
before the holidays
270-554-7527
MACHINE Quilting. Full
Murray
$31.50
size
Sewing Center. 759-8400.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
-tree local claim service.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
DRIVERS/OTR Paid time
@ home Receive bonuses
up to $2.300 the first year.
Competitive pay & benefits, conventional tractors.
Call Jolliff Trans.
1-800-873-5653.
M-F 8-6PM.

First Assembly of God is receiving bids forthe following.

1. Heating and Cooling
2. Electrical
3. Framing
4. Drywall
Please contact the church at 753-6695 for bidding instructions.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify ror
MEDICARE due to disability we offer several
Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the policies will be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to gi‘e you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.
905 Sycamore, Murray. KY
753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

_
In the Classifieds

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical

YARD SALES

260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

060

CALL FOR INFORMATION

070
Position Wanted

060
Kelp Wanted

Help Wanted

ESTABLISHED
Murray
business seeks outgoing
person for office work.
Send resume to 1203-B
thy, Union City, Tn. 38261.

TIRED of working for
company where you're just
a number? Elite trucking
services is seeking OTR
(some local work also) drivers Dnve nice, well maintained conventional trucks
270-435-4232
TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Don't get caught up in the
hype!
At West Kentucky
Technical College
our graduates are
FREE AGENTS who can
choose the company that
suits their needs!
Train in
Mayfield. Kentucky'
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT
(270) 744-8866.
EEEO M/F/D

HIRING IMMEDIATELY!
An aggressive, booming
company is expanding rapidly in this area with several sales position openings.
Company paid training.
Exceptional benefit package. Leads provided.
potential
Management
based on merit. Join a winning team! Enjoy a fun
unlimited
with
career
income potential. For a
personal interview, please
call: Linda Irvan 270-3452801. 7.00- 900 P.M.
LEAD Guitar Needed for
working band. Call
759-9932
LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Full time; 3-11 shift &
PRN; 3-11 or 11-Sat/SunEvery other weekend.
Contact:
Kristy Weaver. RN CO
762-1591.
or pick up application at.
WestView Nusnng Home
1401 South 16th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071,

DEPENDABLE Structured
activities. Nights & weekends available Openings
for all ages. 767-9349.
090

Demostic & Mdears
House
EXPERIENCED
Reasonable
Cleaning.
Rates. 492-6267.
HOME and office cleaning.
753-3802.
NEEDED: Someone to
provide after school care in
our home. The hours will
be 3-6prn, M-F. Please call
759-8621 if interested.
Leave a message

WANTED Hard worker to
do roofing labor. Work
temp work
full time
489-6125
WANTED. middle aged
lady to stay with 66 yr. old
lady. Share expenses,
must drive. Call 489-2602.
FOOD BUYER, Food
Services, Murray State
University. Position to be,
gin December 1999.
QUALIFICATIONS: BachMEDICAL Office Position:
elor s degree and three to
1 Full Time, 1 Part Time. five years experience in
Computer and typing skills food buying for a large institutional environment:
required. Prior office expecollege, university, restaurience preferred. Please
rant, military, etc. required.
specify which position you
Strong computer and interare applying for. Send
personal skills a must. Inresumes to:
dividual must be able to
P.O. Box 1040-C
work with a wide array of
Murray, KY 42071.
people from vaned backgrounds. Certified PurNOW Hiring waitress &
chasing Manager (CPM)
dancers at the Foxy Lady.
preferred. RESPONSIBILPans, TN No expenence
ITIES: Procurement of asneeded $500 week guar- signed goods and servantee for Dancers
ices; Determines specificaNOW taking applications tions, solicits bids or proposals, establishes or recfor assistant management.
ommends establishment of
Must be clean and neat in
orders and contracts and
appearance. Apply in perauthorizes and assures reson at D&T foods 623 S. ceipt of goods and serv4th St.. Murray. Ask to ices; Supervises two to
speak to Frank only
three student workers. APPLICATION DEADLINE:
OWN A Computer?
November 19, 1999 TO
Put It To Work?
APPLY: Send letter of ap$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
plication, resume and
888-834-8662
names of three professional references to: William
www dailycashflow com
Bennter, Director of Food
OWN a computer7 Put it to
Services, Murray State
work! S25-$75 per hour.
University, 101 Curris
Call 1-800-705-3438 ext. 8 Center, Murray, KY 42071
or www home-biz.com
Equal Education and employment opportunity,
B&C NOW
M/F.D. AA employer.

HIRING
ASST. MGRS.&
CASHIERS
For Murphy USA
Kiosk gas station in
Wal-Mart Super
Center parking lot.
Looking for assertive
individuals with
basic math skills
Excellent startin•„!
"salary & benefits
Please apply in
person between
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
EOE
Drug free workplace
PART Time Insurance
Clerk for medical office
Experience with Medicare
Third Party billing required
Send resume with refer
ences to. PO. Box 1040-A
Murray, KY 42071.
SEASONAL Laborer, men
or women Day shift only
7-4pm Apply at RDS 1909
Blvd
Henley
Melvin
Murray
•
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime salad bar
daytime
&
attendant
cashier. Also night time
dishwashers Please apply
in person, located in Bel
Air Shopping Center

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment

st

NOW Is the time to make
your home shine Call
759-9439 for dependable
cleaning
house
Decorating help & party
clean up available
WANTED: Experienced
care giver for toddler nursery on Sunday mornings &
evenings. 753-1527 after
4D m

100
Business
OPRortunitY
1 ROOM Office Space.
Utilities included. $150.
753-7921.

Computers
computer,
DX2
486
Windows 95. Includes
printer. Internet ready.
$200. 767-9486
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE,
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
ON SITE SERVICE
New Computer Systems
Parts Upgrades Installs
Hardware and Software
Internet Setup
759-3556
140
Want to Buy

1113
Want to ihry

480 Auto Parts

TOP Cash paid for old
boy scout patches &
neckerchief. Seeking old
order of the arrow items.
(Most have W.W,W on
them) Especially WAPITI
& White Feather Lodges.
Dance teams from
Ho- Non- Wa & Chief
Paduke needed, camps
from Gunther Hogg,
Echo River,Digadurai,
Pakentuck & Tag- A- Tay &
others. Send Xerox
copies to Guy Hatfield,
Box 660 Irvine, KY 40336.
Fax 606-723-5509.
Call 800-678-5161..
CVTOKIH.NET

150
Articles
For Sale
500 GALLON Propane
Gas Tank 489-2896
COMPUTER with monitor
& keyboard Various programs & books included
$300 New washer & dryer.
Used less than lyr $500
753-5884 after 4
FIREPLACE Insert. With
Blowers. Excellent condition. Hot Point refrigerator.
753-2247.
LARGE oak glider rocker,
deep freezer, & soloflex.
759-3366
LITTLE Tyke big activity
climbing center. $75. 2
piece big activity boat with
cover. $65. Two. 3ft stuffed
animals by Applause.
Minnie Mouse & Tweety.
$65. each. Barbie doll
house, 3 sections. 2'story,
lots of Barbies, clothes,
accessories $125. Size 9
or 10 Alexandrite 5 diamond ring Worth $700.
Take $350. Still under warranty. 489-2699.
WEIGHT Bench with
barbell set $50.
Roll top desk $110.
Teak China Cabinet $300,
Refng. (freezer inoperative) $25.
90" TV Antenna $50.
753-4882

495 Vans
500 Used Trucks

Position:

Maintenance Worker I

Department:

Murray Water System

Salary for the position (depending on training
and experience) $7.46 per hour niinimum.
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, retirement plan, longevity,
sick and vacation days.
-Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the City
Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207 S
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you
have questions concerning this position.
please contact the Personnel Office at 270
762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is at 5:00
p.m. on Thursday, November 18, 1999.
_
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Drug screening will be required
of successful applicant.

Séiiàn

510 Campers

accepting
1, 2 & 3
Please
EHO.

520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

AMANA 15 cubic ft chest 3BR., 2 bath C/H/A, W/D,
freezer $100. Fngidaire ful microwave, some furniture.
size electric range $100 Very nice. $350 +mo.
Excellent working condi deposit. 270-674-5912 .or
cell 841-0403.
bon Call 753-0645.
GE-Heavy Duty
FOR Rent or Sale: 2BR,
Washer & Dryer. $250
2 bath. 16'x60' in country.
767-0912, after 5:30pm.
5 miles from Murray Court
House. On Paved road.
160
901-782-3245.
Home Furnishings
NICE, 3br. 5 miles South of
BUNK bed with drawers Murray. 492-8488.
TRAILER In Country
and mattress. Call after
$250 month plus deposit
5:00PM 759-9451.
Call
LOVE Seat, custom built, 3 References required
474-8056
years old. Excellent condi-

Mon, only slightly used.
- Gray, blue & mauve in
color. $175. Call after 6pm.
270-759-8975.
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows. located in the
heart of Murray's finest resMAIN STREET MUSIC
idential communities, otter
312 Main Street. Murray. City Police and Fire
Guitars, Amps, Stnngs,
Protection. Lots with City
Picks, etc_ Hours:
Water. sewer and trash
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri.
pick up furnished. $95.
9am- 3prn Sat.
753-3855.
UPRIGHT piano $500 or LOT for rent 492-8488
best offer. 435-4190
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Musical

12X60'MARRIOTT. 2br, off
Recently
280.
HWY
remodeled. New water
heater. Includes stove,
refrigerator, heat & air.
$5900. 759-4231.
15 ACRES with 3br,
2 bath Mobile Home
for sale In Kirksey, KY
270-898-4646
Call after 5pm
3BR., 2 bath C/H/A. W/D,
microwave, some furniture
14x70 Owner financed.
$13,900. 270-674-5912 or
cell 841-0403
280
Mobile Homes For Rant
2BR. 2 bath furnished
Mobile Home. In Grogan's
trailer park. $325/ month +
1 month deposit. Call
436-6118.
HAZEL .2Br. 492-8526.
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
No pets 753-9866

On-site Commercial & Residential

Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming
John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431

1BR like new, dishwasher,
now.
available
w/d,
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR. duplex apt_ Very
nice
area.
clean,
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588
1BR. Low utilities. No pets.
$225/mo. 753-3949.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
furnished.
appliances
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
28R:cenfriTjai-hia, appliances furnished $300/mo.
Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

FOR RENT

Country Sq.

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fini, Furnishings at `Ereryday" Discount Pric,,s
Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler
S.. f

Need Furniture? Bedding?

1 & 2br apts. Starting at
$220 per month. 11/2 miles
from MSU. Some utilities
paid. Washers & dryers on
premises. No pets. 7679037.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.

2BR newly redecorated;
near hospital. References
and deposit required. No
Business Rentals
pets. 753-3415 or
753-0409 weekends
now.
Available
3BR
Office Space Appliances
furnished,
Various size units
C/H/A Coleman RE 7594118
Walnut Plaza
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
104 N. 5th
Available now Coleman
753-8302 or
RE 759-4118
753-9621
DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath
18021/2 B Monroe Ave
BUILDING el 120ft.X50ft.
$375. deposit. 12 month
building.
concrete block
lease. No pets! 753-8002
2500 sq.ft. in sales and
3500 sq.ft in storage. Gas MAKE University Heights
heat and large parking lot. Apts your home. Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental
Buildinge2 41ftX26ft.
assisted apts. These are
Concrete building.
apts for families, disabled,
Butldinge3 16ftX36ft.
handicapped, senior citiWood building
zens, wheel chair accessiAll buildings located at
ble. For more info call
701 S 4th St. Call
753-0839 or 436-2935 for 270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734
more information.
Campbell Street. For
hearing impaired only call
Equal
1-800-247-2510.
1,000 sq. ft.
Housing Opportunity.
MUR-CAL Apartments has
Office/Retail
openings for 1 & 2br apts.
Rental assisted. Apply at
1608 121 N • 753-5690 902 Northwood Dr. Mon,
Wed & Fri. 759-4984. TDD
Equal
888-662-2406
Housing Opportunity

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:

$10
1BR
2BR
Ca
7

490 Used Cars

1111 Appliances

Homes For Safe

/3„„

Downtown
Murray

Free
Financing

For the best possible prices
since 1958

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5•Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

DRIVERS
SAY GOOD BYE TO YOUR BOSS!
NOW YOU CAN BE AN OWNER
OPERATOR-WITH NO MONEY DOWN!
1997-1999 FREIGHTLINER CONDO
100% NO TOUCH FREIGHT.

SLOW AND-POOR CREDIT OK!
EARN UP TO $1,000 A WK. OR MORE!
DO YOU NEED A COP 15 DAY CDL TRAINING

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS MORE THAN

753-1916

26 YRS. CALL 1-800-253-3047

•

•

•••,.

NICE DU
bath
FL
kitchen
microwave
dryer, carp
maintenan
Securtty d
No pets
753-9240
RED

485 Sport Utility Vehicles

1

Computer Consulting
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pisBenson Sporting
tols
12th,
Goods, 519 S
Murray
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

NICE 1-2
4br housE
dryer, fu,
MSU Inqui
St 753-12!
753-0606 a

•••

2BR H
large y
$350 per
Jan
527-3
2BR, 1 B
Stove. ref
Gas hea
plus de
please!
Murray
2BR 2
753-444
2BR. h
Hwy. Re
in hou
Underw

40'X4
gas
406

10x15 s
& Syca
Cunnin
CREEK
$20-$4
Beh

Pre
axial
NORT
present
able
7536

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- AKC Golden Retrieve
pe
$100
4br house w/washer & puppies
dryer, furnished, near puppy Call after 5PM 759
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main 4009
St 753-1252 before 5pm, AKC miniature Pinchers.
753-0606 after 5pm
Red and black/rust. Some
stock.
NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2 breeding
required).
bath.
Fully
equipped (References
kitchen
including Pets available, puppies.
microwave. Washer and Call 901-593-0061 for
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard prices.
maintenance
included. AKC Registered Chocolate
Security deposit and lease. Labs. 1st shots & wormed.
No pets.
Both parents on site. $150.
AKC Registered Miniature
753-9240.
Dachshunds. 1st shots &
RED OAKS APTS.
wormed. $200. 435-4656.
Special
$100 Deposit
DOG obedience classes or
1BR From $280
private. Serving Murray 17
28R From $325
years. 436-2858.
Call Today!
GOLDEN Retriever Puppy.
753-8668.
Male, 4 months old
Sectith-i LProperty now Wormed & Shots $200
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR. apartments. REG. English Setter pupPlease call 753-8221
pies. "Tricky Dick" champiEHO
on blood lines. $200 Call
270-247-5222.

rung at
/2 miles
utilities
ryers on
s. 767-

2BR HOUSE. Carport,
HAY- horse and dairy qual
large yard. 1005 Main.
$350. per month. Available ty in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg.
Jan. 1, 2000. Call
Pure alfalfa or alfalfa527-3664. Benton, KY,
2BR, 1 Bath house for rent. grass mix. 270-345-2800.
Stove, refrigerator, washer.
Gas heat. $350./ month
plus deposit. No pets
please! 4 Miles South of
Murray. Call 492-8566

2BR. house on Kirksey
Hwy. References, no pets
in house. Call Joyce
Underwood 898-2340.

washer,
now,
118
t

Very
area
ed. Call

40'X40' metal building,
gas heat.Located at
406 Sunbury Circle
Call 436-2935.

Horse equipment,
name brands, saddles to brushes,
factory & store
buyouts.
November 16th
6:00 p.m.
Calloway Inn
U.S. Hwy.641 S.
(across from Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet)

931-829-2972
No pets
9.
tral tVa,
rnished
Coleman

F you live in a late mode
mobile home and are rent
10x15 storage units, 4th St ing a lot, you can own you
& Sycamore E. Next to own for about the same
Cunningham Auto Repair. price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
753-3571.
acre, prices $10,000 to
CREEKVIEW STORAGE- $12,000, includes water,
S20-$40. On Center Drive. septic, and driveway. 10
min. north of Murray. Also
Behind Tom's Grille
land/home packages avail759-4081
able. Call 270-437-4838.
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits. Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W.
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.

1 bath
roe Ave
12 month
53-8002
Heights
e. Now
2br rental
hese are
, disabled,
enior calit accessi0 call
on, Wed
pm. 1734
. For
only call
Equal
.
nity.
ments has
2br apts.
Apply at
Dr. Mon,
4984. TDD
Equal
unity.

SAME DAY LOAN
APPROVAL - FHA. VA,
Conventional loans, 97'00% loans available to
qualified buyers. Stop by
or call Coldwell Banker
Woods and Associates for
no cost, no obligation loan
information.

BANK REPOSSESSION - Duplex located at
402 South 6th Street,
Price reduced. Make an
offer. This one won't last!
HOME WARRANTY
GOES WITH THIS
ONE - Four bedroom
home in nice southwest
subdivision. Split living
areas for family privacy.
Just reduced. $127,500.

HORSE LOVERS
DREAM - Northwest
Calloway County, 17
acres fenced with five
stall barn and tack room.
1990 mobile home can be
purchased with property.

HARD TO FIND Affordable, 4 bedroom 2
bath home under $80,000.
Near town.
MINI-FARM - Northwest Calloway County, 9
acres with 3BR,2-1/2 BA
brick, $119,000.

Woods &Associates
414 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-1651
Each office independently
no ned and operated
•
1712 Farmer Ave.
3BR,. 2 Baths, LB wifireplace w/ gas logs, kitchen,
utility room w/ built-ins,
large den w/ built-in cabinets, fenced in back yard,
WI building in back., great
office or hobby house. 7537122.
3BR, 2 bath brick. Central
gas H/A, fenced backyard.
Immediate
possession.
Low 60's. 206 Woodlawn.
759-9246.
AFFORDABLE HOME
Walking
distance
of
Church,
Post
Office
Grocery, restaurant, beauty shop and good friends.
3br, 2 bath. 1746 SQ. FT.
Central gas heat, vinyl trim,
den with fireplace. 801
South 9th Street.
753-5561. 759-1610.
DO YOU NEED HELP
AFFORDING A NEW
HOME? Motivated seller
willing to help with closing
costs or buy down interest
rate. Four bedroom, 2.5
bath home on 1+ acres
beautifully wooded lot within 2 minutes of town. Call
Kopperud Realty at 7531222 today for more information.
MLS#3001593

MURRAY LOCK
11 TRACTS OF LAND
& STORE
7-12 Acres per tract.
Presently has units
Property located off of Hwy
available. 753-2905.
NORTHWOOD
storage 94E onto Hwy 1551. Old
presently has units avail- Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
able. 753-2905 or 753- proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
7536.
view property. review posted data, then please call:
Neon Beach
270-441-2253.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
BEAUTIFUL Building sites 2 bath, bnck. Double lot,
Mini-Storage
available. Pick your wood- town's edge.
All Size Units
ed hillside choice of Easy financing
Available
acreage from 2 on up. 753-4109/ 759-8093
,.Resvict.gd. 1 tract with FOR Sale or Lease 3br'
pond locafed 5 minutes
brick in Coldwater. Newly
North of town. Call for priremodeled. Call 489-2334
vate showing today, 753after 5p m.
2905.
REDUCED- 2108 SW Dr.
3br, 2 bath. home in SW
Villa. Trey ceiling in master
bedroom. Vaulted . ceilings
in berm and dining room,
3000 sq. ft. Building
breakfast' room, great
Prime Retail Location
room, tile, lots of windows,
extensive landscaping. A
University Plaza
garden pond in the back
1203 Chestnut St.
consider
trade.
Will
(Next to Dennison-Hunt)
$155,000, Call 753-6679.

753-3853,

Short Term Lease w/Option
Available Jan. 1, 2000
(270) 753-8844 DAYS
(270) 753-9325 NIGHTS

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

REPO House & Lot. 4br, 2
- bath. Located 3744 Dunbar
Road; New Concord. V00'.
down, no closing cost. Call
- 1-800-944-3751 ask, for
Jeff.

Cleaning
Carpentry,
Alt DAVID'S
ALL
Electrical. Home building, Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
additions,
remodeling. siding, homes, mobile
porches, decks Rotten homes, boats, brick drivefloors, sagging
roofs ways, parking lots, all exteHome & Mobile repair, rior cleaning, acid cleaning
vinyl siding References. available. David Borders,
1992 OLDS Achieva S Licensed & insured Call
Completely
Insured,
Auto, P/L, Tilt, cruise
Larry Nimmo Day- 753- Mobile, Phone 502-759767-0912 after 5 30pm
9372 Night- 753-0353 4734.
Accept Visa or Mastercard
-ELECTRICAL
New construction.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors, remodeling, or just replac1990 FORD Aerostar XLT. amplifiers, and accesing a switch,
$1200. obo Call
Licensed & Insured.
sories.
753-5145.
753-0834
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales
Service and Installation.
FENCING
Beasley's Antenna
Midway Fence Company
& Satellite,
Chain link, & custom wood
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY privacy fences, installation
502-759-0901.
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dicke Farley.
1988 5-10 4wd PS, PB,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
759-1519.
CC, Tilt, AC Sliding glass, All brands, Kenmore. 30+
auto, new tires, delay years experience BOBBY
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
wipers, topl box, bed mat HOPPER. 436-5848.
Trimming, removal, stump
Clean truck $3500 obo ASPHALT paving new or grinding, firewood. Insured.
767-9461
repair. Also rock hauling of 489-2839.
1993 NISSAN P/U. Bed all types 759-1039
Highest
GUTTERS.
liner, AC. Call 759-4131.
Seamless
Quality BACKHOE SERVICE
1995 CHEVY Silverado. ROY HILL. Septic system, Aluminum Gutters, gutter
Ext. cab, CD player, tinted drive-ways, hauling, foun- supplies and shutters.
Variety of colors. Free estiwindows. 75,xxx miles. dations, etc. 436-2113.
mates. Call West KY
$15,000. Call 753-0736.
Painter, Seamless Gutters, 753CARPENTER.
98 Tacoma 22xxx miles,
Handyman . Remodeling, 0278.
CD player, dual airbags Repairs, Roofs
Concrete &
Roofing,
HANDYMAN,
Manual trans $11,500. more, Call
759-8034.
Carpentry Plumbing, Yard
OBO. 753-8651.
CARPORTS for cars and Work, Porches & Decks
1995 DODGE Ram 1500
Club cab, magnum V-8. trucks. Special sizes for Any job
Call Danny Paschall,
Auto, tow package; posi. motor home. boats, RVs
Factory ground effects, fog and etc. Excellent protec492-8500
lights, PW, seat. Loaded, tion, high quality, excellent HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
beautiful red, well kept, value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
wanted Na lob too small.
74,xxx miles. Must see,
Chim
Chimney Yes, we clean gutters, Ph
CHIM
won't last long. Must sell!
Sweep Chimney Cleefiing.---7-64.238§ or 436-5759
$13,800. 753-8111.
10°. SR Discount Tracy JONES Body Shop still
serving Murray for over 28
COLSON HOME REPAIR
years. Insurance work welAdditions, garages, decks, come. Free estimates.
Leer off white,
remodeling, vinyl siding
270-753-0706
fiberglass topper $75
20Yrs experience
759-9610 after 5
753-5592
COMPLETE HOME
, REPAIR
Specializing in Drywall,
Ceramic,
Plaster,
A-1 Tree Service
Fencing,
Concrete,
Stump removal& tree
Carpentry,
Flooring,
spraying
Roofing, Doors. Water
492-8737 or 437-3044
Damage, Termite Damage,
Free estimates
Fire Damage. Servicing
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Most of Western KY. 24hr
Decks, Home Additions.
Emergency Service. Free
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding, Estimates.
Garages. Carports, Pole
270-354-5138.
Barns, Metal Buildings.
CONTRACTING
Fencing. Hardwood Floors Roofing, vinyl siding addiInstalled
&
Finished. tions, decks, kitchen
Quality
Workmanship
remodeling, restoration
Affordable
Rates. work. Guaranteed Quality
Licensed.
Work, 25 Years experi753-7860. 753-9308.
ence. Call Walters

1990 MAXIMA Loaded,
runs great $4250 obo
759-1820
1991 TAURUS Need's
transmission $1500 Call
753-1129 after 5pm

-i-loilaatt Savings
SAVE $20 with this 2x2 consistency
ad in classifieds every day for a month for
only $185 and Shopper. 2nd month $195.

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling, repairs, sidewalks,
etc, No job too small.
492-6267

Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar.

CUSTOM

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
SUREVVAY Tree & Stump
Removal, Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

T&R&W
ASPHALT
Paving & sealing.
Free estimates.
Still time to do before old
man winter hits,
18 years experience.
Toll free/ 1-877-644-0049.

FREE Male Pointer. 2yrs
old Neutered Raised as
pet. Needs room to run
Good hunting dog
753-2929 after 5øm

Sell your unused items in the classifieds and
cash in for the holidays!
20 Words - 6 Days

$12.00

SERVICES

SAVE 15%

Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
VINYL
-- Replacement
Windows. Siding, roofing,
room additions, plumbing
repairs, and electrical
repairs. Fully insured labor
& material. Guaranteed!
759-9414.

to a good
home
2 adults CATS
both are
house broken
Call 759-9215
if interested
serious callers
only

Many Happy Returns
of the Season

TUCKER LAWN CARE

Ads must be pre-paid
Good for 1 Ad Only
Offer Expires 12-23-99

LEDGER & TIMES
Ask For Classified Department

YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
Dependable & insured
437-4723.-

PrOSCOtt
General Contracting •
& Remodeling

Specializing in small homes
'2842
489
1

-

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up.
436-2867.
BETT'YS Sewing Room
Custom- repairs- alterations Call 270-436-5002

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

CLOSETS.

Epoxy covered wire shelving Free estimates
Intenor Solutions
Edward Peery.
270-753-4499

Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

(270)

4. Aolt,

759-1591

489-61°25

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, nolhoney
down
Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed

• You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)
Complete Formal Wear Headq
Formal Wear
,oeft.
.;_di
'
31'1 and Limousine 3i.a ript4.)
itir.f

LINCOLN
US. Highway
45 South

111Maild MERCURY
247-9300
I -800-874-025r.

Mayfield
Kentucky

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
r'- ..

Over 25 Years In

Business

SERVICES AVAILABLE
-A Rentals begin at $29.99
"
A Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
A Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
A Discounts on rentals depending en size of wedding or parry
Court Square West
304 Main Street
;38242
Pans. T-7,
Murray, KY 42071
,'t2, 753,1300
1901, 642-5300

FIVE TO DRIVE

r David's Cleaning Services
Insured

Bankruptcy', Repo, Slow Pay' No Problem!
-I S500 Cash or Trade Doss n
.2.51300 Gross Income
'.141Plir
_
1 Proof of Insurance
Call Kenn, at
4 Proof of Residence'
s S'Aid Drivers License 4270i 247-9300 or 1800i 874-0256

Completely Mobile

"we Specialize in Cleaning"

.

Vinyl S!,ling • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick

David Borders

UNDER Construction,
Murray Area
3br, 2 full .bath 21/2 car
garage 3/4 acre corner lot
901-247-5648

Phone (502) 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment

Does Your Policy Pay 100e:
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE-HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
You

•

•

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

iMurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
Commercial Waste
Disposal

Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks ett.

Ail Types of Refuse Service

11Pr
it‘'Y

Mon.-Fri. Edition Jones, Owner
700-45)0
502' 753-1351

1
*
- r00,*Cowitiramsoevezt:4444bsint.,

1985 CHEVY Blazer A
good clean car, $1850 Will
trade down. 753-9302
1996 WHITE Ford Explorer
XLT. 4x4. Nice, Loaded
miles.
Price
60,xxx
$15,000. Day- 753-5341.
Night- 767-9503.
1991 CHEVY Suburban.
Excellent condition, Pnced
to sell 437-4062,
767-9787. •

Call 753-1 916 For Details
Offer ends 11/30/9s

FREE

M.S. Construction

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

1977 BUICK 55,xxx miles
$1500 obo 436-2313

Free Estimates Tree Trimming
2411' Sertf(e ,Cleanup Sent, f
Hedge Trimming Full tine of
I f,f,rtre •Tr
Tree & Stump
RenroL,11

x
a

0
't

4,1
Vs

If

GIFT BASKETS AND BAGS

NE
r

• All (kensums • Custerniz.,d
ii
Carol Mock hid. Sales Rep.
Kentucky Lakes Katsina Sales et
se
( an he wen at Main Street Memories, Murray
e
PH f ra 753-4668 • 888497-9495 • blockciawk.net
ane

ear-tcssfoittosCM*40414164111e-

great Things :Are Happening
tOinter -Help
+(ere!

Dish Network
oit
DirecTV

House Plant Inspection, Clean Up & Repotting'Service
shitpping, Gift Wrapping & Holiday Decorative Service
Christmas Tree Pick Up & Delivery Service
. Professional Advke
• Hardy Pains
• Tropicals
* Wate;Gardens
* Indoor Herbs
..._
4piraal 04er /balm 5peuf5 ?oeXic /Vero!

NURSERY

.
:111PACT
PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Hwy.641 S.• 759-5107
Sun. /0 a.m. Spiritual Training Classes
11 a.m. Celebration Service

Wed. 741.m. Prayer & Praise

Your Ad Could Be
Here For
$7800
(13 week minimum)

Your Ad Could Be
Here For
$7800
(13 week minimum)

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a board-certified plastic surgeon. I found your
recent column on board certification
to be right on the mark. However, 1
want to point out a problem in my own
profession, a problem that 1 believe
needs to be publicized.

fled plastic surgeons. who must have
seven or eight years of surgical training after medical school and undergo
several days of rigorous testing before
they're recognized by their specialty
board. Please publish this letter to
help educate the public.
DEAR DOCTOR: Done.

I am afraid that the average reader
simply gets lost in the maze of
Cosmetic surgery is becoming more
requirements and sacrifices that surpopular. So popular (and lucrative), in
geons need to achieve board certificafact, that surgeons from other specialtion. Unfortunately, as you know,
ties are calling themselves "plastic"
physicians and surgeons can get away
surgeons in order to cash in. For
with advertising whatever they want.
instance, some ear-nose-and-throat
For example, as a general medical
surgeons who are perfectly qualified
doctor, licensed to practice. and with
in their own specialties) have taken to
hospital privileges, I could advertise
themselves
(even in the
advertising
myself as a cardiologist if I chose —
Yellow Pages!) as "facial plastic surbut I wouldn't; this would be crazy.
geons." Some dermatologists —
And it would also be detrimental to
again. completely competent in their
my patients. Nonetheless, this type of
own field — have dubbed themselves
hype does occur, even in my rural
"cutanoltilis plastic surgeons." Then,
community.
they advertise themselves as "plastic"
You are absolutely correct. A boardsurgeons (which they're not) or say
that they do "plastic" (read "cosmet- certified plastic surgeon is far better
trained than a wannalie. But, as you
ic") surgery.
point out, the specialty is lucrative
This is becoming an increasingly and mimicry is a form of flattery.
troublesome problem for board-certiFrom my point Of view, I encourage
patients (and readers) to review their
specialists' credentials carefully. If
you need plastic surgery, make sure
your surgeon is a bona-fide plastic
surgeon. Similarly, you don't want to
trust your cataract removal to the guy
who fixes your piles.

Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed fcperiodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees. accumulate wealth for the
surrender chries and,
future

If readers are interested in related
information, a copy of my Health
Report "Choosing a Physician" is
available. Please send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.

was moved by her caring and loving
DEAR ABBY: I recently atregard for her son, whom she feels
tended an Indian Head Start Direcmight be gay. I have no advice for
tors conference in Washington,
her, only my admiration for what a
D.C., where I met an amazing
wonderful mother she must be.
woman.
I am 42 and have been out since
This lady and I were riding a city
I was 18. It has never been a probbus, taking in the sights, as neither
lem for me. The problem was
of us was able to walk for long
always in the minds of other people,
periods of time because of health
and their reaction to something
problems. As we chatted, a young
they did not understand. If she is
man in his 20s who was standing
right, her attitude will make a
near our seat listened to our
world of difference and help create
conversation.
one more well-adjusted, loving
During the conversation, I asked
human being. I have known too
her how old she was. When she said
many who have suffered, and some
she was 46. I couldn't believe it bewho have even died, because of the
cause she looked so young. When I
expressed surprise at her age, the 'shame and disgrace they were
made to feel. I am writing to say
young man chimed in, "Yeah, you'd
thank you to that woman who is
be a real knockout of an older
truly a mother in the highest sense,
woman if you'd lose some weight!" I,
and to you, Abby, because your
and the other bus passengers, were
answer was right on.
appalled at his rudeness.
BEEN THERE,DONE THAT,
My friend, however, simply
SEATTLE
looked at him coolly and replied:
"I'll have you know, young man,
DEAR BEEN THERE: I'm
that I am a knockout. My self-worth
sure your letter will be meanand self-esteem do not depend on
ingful, not only to the mother
what you seem to perceive as rny
from Woodland Hills, but also to
shortcomings. There are people in
parents everywhere who are
this world who think I'm the sexiemotionally supportive of their
est, wittiest and most dedicated
gay children. Thank you for
person that they have ever met —
your kind words about my
so what you think does not concern
reply.
me!"
However, several readers
The other passengers broke into
have written to tell me that I
applause when she finished.
missed my chance to tell the
Although I had the impression that
mother that PFLAG (Parents
he hadn't planned to, the young
and Friends of Lesbians and
man got off at the next stop.
Gays) could be an excellent
I wrote this to thank the lady for
resource for her. Founded in
not letting the crassness of some
1981, PFLAG is a respected suppeople destroy her positive selfport, education and advocacy
image. She has become my role
organization with chapters in
model, and although we may never
all 50 states, the District of
meet again, I'll never forget her
Columbia, Puerto Rico and 11
example. Her name was Brenda.
other countries.
STANDING TALLER NOW

DEAR TALLER NOW: Those
who would remind someone
that she (or he) is fat, thin,
short or tall are either woefully
ignorant or brutally insensitive,
and possibly both. And after
reading your letter. I'm sure
there will be more people
applauding Brenda's stance
than her fellow passengers on
the bus.
DEAR ABBY: "Worried in Woodland Hills" wanted to know what
she could do to make the "coming
out" process easier for her son. I
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match between Italy and the
United States during the 1968
World Bridge Olympiad in
Deauville, France.
When Pietro Forquet and
Benito Garozzo were North-South
for Italy, the bidding went as
shown. Forquet took immediate
control of the bidding at his first
turn and obviously planned to bid
a slam if Garozzo had three aces.

I TH0061411'9 GO
INTO P9/CHOLDGYDO yroU THINK THAT'S
A Goof? IDEA?

I ENJOYED A BRISK THREE-

MILE RUN BEFORE BREAKFAST

Sways
Garbage
12 Calm
13 Become
more
unfavorable
15 Reverse
(abbr
16 Rowboat part
18 A cont
19 Apiece
(abbr )
21 Manners
22 And — —
bed
24 Opposite of
ecto
26 Gatos kin
28 Male turkey
29 Storehouse
31 Large birds
33 Nickel
symbol
34 Walk
unsteadily
36 Epochs
38 Richmond's
St
40 Steep rock
1

2
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Forty years ago
First District Advisory Engineer
Ralph McCuiston has reported that
the state of Kentucky will construct
a road from Highway 783 North to
the proposed airport near the Penny
community.
In high school basketball games
Cuba heat New Concord, Kirksey
beat Lowes. Almo beat Hazel, and
Lyon County beat Lynn Grove.
High team scorers are Seay and
Stewart for Cuba, Smjth for New
Concord, Danny Edwards for Kirksey. Sledd for Lowes, Lamb for
Almo. Erwin for Hazel; Boyd for
Lyon, and Williams for Lynn
Grove.

Fifty years ago
The November term of Calloway County Circuit Court opened
Nov. 14 with Judge Ira Smith presiding. The grand jury was impaneled with Otis Lovins as foreman.
William Hopkins. seaman, USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Hopkins, is serving aboard the ammunition ship, USS Mount Katinal.
Mrs. Charles 'Stubblefieldpresented a lesson on "Planning A Basic Wardrobe" at a meeting Of the
New Concord Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. Marvin
Weatherford.
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Today's Highlight in History:
In 1806, explorer Zebulon Pike
sighted the mountaintop now
known as Pikes Peak.
In 1926, the National Broadcasting Co. debuted with a radio network of 24 stations.
In 1939, President Roosevelt
laid the cornerstone of the Jefferson
Memorial in Washington, D.C. '
In 1966, the flight of Gemini 12
ended successfully as astronauts
James A. Lovell and Edwin "Buzz"
Aldrin Jr. splashed down safely in
the Atlantic.
In 1969, 250,000 protesters
staged a peaceful demonstration in
Washington against the Vietnam
War.
Ten years ago: Solidarity leader
Lech Walesa was cheered by
American lawmakers as he told a
joint meeting of Congress that U.S.
aid to Poland "will not be wasted,
and will never be forgotten."
Five years ago: The Federal Reserve increased key interest rates
by 0.75 percent, the largest hike in
13 years. The 18-member Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation group
concluded a two-day summit in Indonesia by adopting a sweeping
resolution to remove trade and investment barriers in the region by
2020.
One year ago: Kwame Ture. the
civil rights activist formerly known
as Stokely Carmichael. died in
Guinea at age 57.
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1 Fast aircraft
(abbr )
2 Didn't exist
3 Negative
prefix
4 New (pref )
5 Chew upon
SilIl

North
Redble

Today is Monday. Nov. 15, the
319th day of 1999. There are 46
days left in the year.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
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"The next time there's
Unfortunately, when
an election," he thought, the election was held,
"I'll run for Head of
he only got one vote.
the Family."

3

South

42 Muscular
strength
45 Slender finial
47 Spoken
49 Wotfhound
50 Otherwise
52 — up
physically
develop)
54 Agave plant
55 Artificial
language
56 Without end
59 Symbol for
scandium
61 Facial
expressions
63 NFL team
65 Attack from
all sides
66 Cagiest

r.

15

The dog wasn't happy
the way things were
going in the family.

Winter swept into Calloway
County on Nov. 14 with snow and
cold winds heralding the coldest
temperatures since last March in
the bluegrass state.
Dr. William G. Read, chairman
if the physics department of Mur-

the hand exceptionally well when
they edged their way into six spades
(down one), since Avarelli would
have made six clubs. But, even so,
they suffered a team loss of 550
points.
Their teammates at the first
table had not uttered a peep,though
they could have made a slam in
either of two suits!

But after Garozzo responded

TELL ME WHERE you'RE
HEAPEo,CANDACE- WHAT's
youR RAN?

Thirty years ago

Pass
Jordan and Robinson judged

five hearts,showing only two aces,
Forquet retreated to five spades,

50,14ERE I HAVE my 61STER's
KIP- SiTTINO AT my TABLE
ALL GROWN UP AN'(N
1.)N1VER6ITy.

Published is a picture of Barletta
Wrather, retired county home demonstration agent, testifying on displaced homemakers at a public
hearing on the matter, sponsored by
the Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women.
•
Murray Optimist Club hosted a
dinner at Pagliai's for the Teenage
Volunteers at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital as a part of Youth
Appreciation Week.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Russell Lonsway. Nov. 5, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gregg Stoll, Nov. 10.

East
Pass
24
34

This deal occurted in the

ri
41HAT
ELSE 15 GOINCyON OVER THERE 714AT

Twenty years ago

which was easily made for a score
of 450 points.
The auction was considerably
more active at the second table,
where Arthur Robinson and Robert Jordan held the North-South
cards for the United States against
Giorgio Belladonna and Walter
Avarelli.
Here, when Jordan opened the
bidding with a spade, Avarelli
(West) doubled for takeout. The
double, despite holding a singleton
heart at unfavorable vulnerability,
was in keeping with the Roman
pair's belief that a singleton in an
unbid suit is not a bar to a takeout
double when the doubler has the
high-card values for an opening
bid. The bidding proceeded:

Pass
14
4 NT
Pass
5V
Pass
54
Pass
Opening lead — ace of diamonds.

-K WHAT ELSE END '401A
-.3
5144 TO Hen
WHAT ELSE
HAVE YOU DONE ?"

Club. He is retiring after 28 years
as a golf pro at the club.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Clendenen
were married for 50 years Nov. 4.

ray State University, has been
named as vice president for academic affairs and dean of the faculties by 1hel44SU Board of Regents.
He replaceS Dr. William G. Nash
who will retire July I. 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Carter
were married for 50 years Nov. 9.

By The Associated Press

The bidding

YoU INVITED IRVING FOR
IliflAIKS(TIVIt1/41(7, mom?

Ten years ago
Calloway County officials are
edging closer to the purchase of the
7th and Poplar Church of Christ
building for use as a multi-purpose
community center.
Births reported include a boy to
Ruth and William Whitehead and a
girl to Veronica and Matt Sheldon,
Nov. 9; a girl to Jeannetta and Buel
Snyder. Nov. 10..
Jimmy Sullivan was honored at
a reception at the Murray Country
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27 Restrain
30 Finnish first
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37 Seasoning
38 Swerves
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51 Morays
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60 Tex time
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64 — plus ultra
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SPORTS BRIEFS
(

Detroit Pistons waive MSU alum Brown
Murray State standout basketball player Marcus Brown was waived Sunthe NBA's Detroit Pistons
A second-round draft pick in 1996 by the Portland Trailblazers, Brown finished his career as a Racer in second place on the school's scoring list
with 2.236 points and still holds MSU records of most points in a single
game (45), single-season scoring average (26 4 points per game) and single-season and career steals marks.
Brown was a three-time All-Ohio Valley Conference First Team selection

day by

-2arter
I. 9.

gineer
d that
istruct
orth to
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and two-time Player of the Year choice, leading the conference in scoring
twice, steals once and three-point percentage once and earning 1995 OVC
Tournament Most Valuable Player honors for helping the Racers win the
league championship.
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'Breds announce winter camps dates
Murray State head baseball coach Mike Thieke announced the dates for
his annual winter camps to be held at the Regional Special Events Center
on the MSU campus.
There will be two sessions of the pitcher-catcher camps Dec. 27 Session IA will be held from 8 a.m to noon and is for players between third
and eighth grade. Registration for that session will begin at 730 a.m. Session 1B will be held from 1-5 p.m. and is for high school players. Registration for that session will begin at 12:30 p.m.
There will also be two sessions for the two-day hitting camp, to be held
Dec, 28-29. Session 2A will be held from 8 a.m. to noon both days and is
for players between third and eighth grade. Registration for that session will
begin at 7:30 a.m. Session 28 will be held from 1-5 p.m. both days and is
for high school players, Registration for that session will begin at 1230 p.m.
Each camp includes individual instruction and a camp T-shirt. The hitting
camps will include a videotape and review Campers are asked to wear tennis shoes (no cleats), pitching-catching campers are asked to bring a glove.
while hitting campers are asked to bring a blank VHS videotape and a bat
The pitching-catching camp will focus on pitching and catching skills.
while the hitting -camp will focus on hitting, bunting and base-running. The
camp staff will consist of Thieke, assistant coaches Bart Osborne. Eddie
Doyle and Shawn Burns and a number of current Thoroughbred players.
The cost for the pitching-catching camp is $30 for each session, while
the cost of the hitting camps will be $60 per sesSion. Those wanting to sign
up early for the camps should meke checks payable to MSU Baseball Camps
and mail them to: MSU Baseball Camps. MSU Baseball Office, 222 Roy
Stewart Stadium. Murray, KY 42071-3351.
For more information or to receive registration forms, call the MSU baseball office at 270-762-4892 or 270-762-4192 during the day or 270-767-9527
at night.

Manta Rays big splash at Glasgow meet
The Murray-Calloway County YMCA Manta Rays swim team had its first
meet of the season •Saturday in Glasgow versus the Glasgow YMCA swim
team in dual-meet competition.
Charlton Claywell paced the Manta Rays with individual victories in the
freestyle, butterfly and backstroke events. while Kayla Simmons finished first
for Murray-Calloway County in the butterfly. freestyle and individual medley
Nik Kaczmarek and Emmy Basiak each claimed breaststroke wins as the
Manta Rays' girls 9-and-under. 10-and-under and 12-and-under relay teams
won the;r respective races.

Iverson's 30 pushes
Sixers past Raptors
Michael Dickerson scored a season-high-23 points, while Othella
Harrington added 20 points for the
Grizzlies. The 20-point win topped
the previous largest margin for
Vancouver, a 16-point victory over
San Antonio on Dec. 6, 1996.
Lamar Odom had 18 points and
12 rebounds for the Clippers.
Kings 126, Nuggets 116
SACRAMENTO. Calif.(DAP)Chris Webber had 32 points and 12
rebounds as the Sacramento Kings
beat the Denver Nuggets.
The game was tied 95-95 after
three quarters. but the Kings
Heat 94, Knicks 88
opened the fourth quarter with a
NEW YORK (AP) -- Alonzo 14-5 run to tike command.
Mourning scored 25 points as MiNick Van Exel made six 3ami beat New York in their first pointers and finished with 26 points
meeting since the Knicks ousted and seven assists for Denver.
the Heat in last season's playoffs.
Lakers 93, Hawks 88
The Heat, whose 6-1 start is the
LOS ANGELES (AP) best in franchise history, led almost Shaquille O'Neal, back from a onethe entire way in winning their fifth game suspension, had 23 points and
straight.
11 rebounds as the Los Angeles
P.J. Brown added 21 points for Lakers beat the Atlanta Hawks.
Miami. Marcus Camby,coming.off
The Lakers led .69-42 midway
the bench for the first time this sea- through
the third period, but the
son, had 22 points and eight reHawks rallied'and closed to 91-88
bounds to lead the Knicks, who with 25 seconds left in the game,
have lost three in a row.
Isaiah Rider, who led Atlanta
24 points, missed a 3-point
with.
Grizzlies 109, Clippers 89
VANCOUVER, British Colum- shot with 10 seconds remaining.
bia (AP)- Shareef Abdur-Rahim Derek Fisher got the rebound for
had 19 points and 10 rebounds as the Lakers, was fouled and made
Vancouver got the most lopsided two free throws for the final MPgin.
win in its history_

TORONTO(AP)- Allen Iverson scored 30 points, including
eight straight in a key fourth-quarter spurt, as Philadelphia ended Toronto's four-game winning 'streak
with a 93-90 victory Sunday.
Iverson also had seven rebounds
and six assists. Theo Ratliff. who
missed the first six games with a
stress fracture in his left ankle, had
17 points and 11 rebounds for the
.
76ers..
Vince Carter -led the Raptors
with 27 points, 11 rebounds, five
assists and three blocks.

Lewis defeats Holyfield
8.75
7.50
5.00
on
7.00
9.50
8.00
hder
11/C

LAS VEGAS (AP)- Lennox
Lewis has everything an undisputed
heavyweight champion could want
-except one of his belts.
Eight months after boxing's
most coveted prize slipped from
him because of questionable scoring, Lewis got the benefit of some
more favorable judging Saturday
night n) unify the heavyweight title
for the first time in seven years.
That didn't stop the IBF from
spoiling things a bit by withholding
its belt in a dispute over payment of
$3(X),000 sanctioning fee. But
even that couldn't take away from a

moment _Lewis had been waiting
more than a decade for.
The dispute over the IBF aside.
there was no dispute among the
three ringside judges that Lewis finally won the decision that was not
given him when he appeared to
dominate Evander Holyfield in
their first fight March 13 at Madison Square Garden.
Lewis wasn't nearly as dominant in the rematch, and Holyfield
fought valiantly at times.-but the
British heavyweight did enough to
win by three points on one scorecard, four on a second. and six on
the third.

The Racer Club
will meet

Tuesday, November 16, 1999
at 12:00 Noon
at
the Sirloin
StOckade
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Lady Racers end preseason
schedule with 85-74 victory
shot by Stansberry and three-point
Staff Report
erg from Tackett and Stansberr)
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's bas- MSU pushed its lead to 25-10 with
ketball team closed out its exhibi- 9:36 left in the first half, but had
tion season with a decisive 85-74 that lead cut in half when the
win over Shooting Stars of Nash- Shooting Stars went on a 19-11 run
ville, Tenn. Saturday at MSU's Re- over the next seven minutes. Mur.
ray State closed the first half with
gional Special Events Center.
•
Murray State was led by junior an 8-2 run.
The Shooting Stars scored the
center Monika Gadson - who hit 8of-10 shots from the field - senior first seven points of the second half
a-KV and then ans erect-MSU basketforguard and -Heather Batessophomore guard Shannon Preston, basket. Whittling away at Murray
State's lead throughout the half, the
who each scored 17 points.
Stars
took a 67-66 lead when
Junior forward Liz Stanberry put
in 17 points, While sophomore for- Stephanie Capley hit a threeward Susan Tackett added 10 pointer with 6:17 left in the game.•
Gadson then hit three quick
points and a co-game-high nine reto put the Lady Racers
buckets
bounds.
Gadson pulled down seven re- back ahead by five with 4:43 left.
MSU led 78-73 with 1:59 remainbounds for the Lady racers, as did
freshman center Danielle Zimmer- ing. but the Lady Racers forced
man. Bates dished out a game-high .several turnovers, closing the game
10 assists, while sophomore guard on a 7-I run for the final margin. .
Eniko Verches had nine. Verebes
Murray State opens its. regularand Preston tied for game honors
slate at the American Uniseason
with three stealseach for MSU.
Murray State led 44-31 at versity Tipoff Classic Friday-Saturhalftime and rode 48.4-percent sec- day in Washington, D.C. The Lady
Racers face Morgan State in the
ond-half shooting to the win. The
Shooting Stars committed 19 turn- opening round Friday at 4 .p.m.
overs to MSU's IS, but. shot 43.3 Central time.
MSU plays its first homelgame
percent from the field to MSU's
of the season Dec. 7 against 1999
43.7 percent.
The Lady.Racers scored the first
NCAA .TOttrnament participant
eight points of the game on a jumpEvansville.

Jarrett wins points title
By MARK LONG
Associated Press Writer
HOMESTEAD, Fla. (AP).Dale Jarrett struggled to keep the
tears from streaming down his face.'
It was the first time all year Jarrett has held anything back.
He finished fifth in Sunday's
Pennzoil 400, good enough to win
his first NASCAR Winston Cup
points championship:
. And it was an emotional victory.
"It's just incredible," he said.
"It's better than I ever_ thought it
was going to be."
•
Jarrett and his father. Ned, who
won two series championships,join
.Lee and Richard Petty as the only
father-son combinations to win
NASCAR titles.
The younger Jarrett did it with
consistency.
"He did exactly what he had to
do and he did it with class," said
Tony - Stewart, the Pennzoil 400
winner. "He's a great person. You
can learn a lot from somebody like
that, "He's been consistent, and that's
what wins championships. He deserves it.Jarrett's four victories. 23 top
fives- and 28 top lOs in 33 starts
gave Robert Yates his first title
since becoming a car owner in
1989.
Jarrett led the points race since
Max' 11 in Richmond, Va.
"We were running well, we
were consistent and , we weren't
having any problems." said Jarrett,
who turns 43 in two weeks. "That's
when I knew we were kind of in
control of our own destiny and if
we didn't mess up and do crazy
things that this could happen:Jarrett goes into next week's
season finale in Atlanta -211 points
ahead- of Bobby Labonte, with a
maximum of 185 pants remaining.
Jarrett led just one lap Sunday.
but he staved in the top 1() throughout the' 26-7-lap race.
"FantaStic!" Jarrett yelled after
emerging from _his Ni,. 88 Ford.
'I've just got to thank God for the.
talent on this race team and putting
me here with such great people."
Jarrett admitted it was hard for
him to keep his emotions in check
'as the championship came within
reach, especially when the check-
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ered flag waved.
"There was a little relief that we
had done it. it was over with," Jarrett said. "I think the feeling of accomplishment hit me more than
anything:"
After he got out of the car and
celebrated with his team, the excitement grew.
Jarrett and his team had been
working toward this goal, for the
last four years,, finishing close
every time. They finished third last
season, second in 1997 and third in
1996.
"Coming out and winning one
race is nothing like what you have
to do for an entire season, especially with the competition this day
and time." Jarrett said. "I think you
have to realize that it takes time for
us to learn, for us to work together.
to get all the people in the right
places and that's what this is about
in our fourth year."
That combination paid off. ..
Stewart who led four times for
43 laps. is the first NASCAR driver
to win three races in his rookie season, breaking the mark of two set
by the late Davey Allison in'1987.
Stewart and Labonte, teammates
at Joe Gibbs Racing, exchanged the
lead several times in the late going.
The race then came down to the
last pit stops. with Labonte making
his stop for a splash of gas and two
tires on lap 244 and Stewart doing
the same four laps later.
As'Stewart raced off pit lane and
back onto the 1 1/2-mile oval near
the exit of turn two, he came out
alongside Labonte. The two ran
side-by-side for a few agonizing
moments.* Then Stewart's car slid
up the track and bumped his teammate,. who slipped behind.
"I apologize to Bobby Labonte,"
Stewart said. "I made a roOkie mistake and drove into him. I just went
in there too hard and couldn't hold
my line. But 1 was trying to win the
race.Labonte. who saw any possible
hopes of catching Jarrett in the
points disappear with that pass, accepted the apology. .
"I don't think it mattered," he
said. "I wouldn't have beat him
anyway. I couldn't figure out my
tires-today. That was my fault"

Look btftre you
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1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759.5151
Tuskegee 51. Savannah St 28
Virginia 50. Buffalo 21
By The Associated Press
.
-EAST
- ------------ Ylr-Ginia Tech 43. Miami 10
Virginia Union 50, Johnson C Smith 6
55. 30r
Allegheny 61, St. Francis,
Washington & Lee 40, Swarthmore 13
American Intl 51, Mass -Lowell 21
West Georgia 23 Valdosta St 15
Boston College 34. West Virginia 17
MIDWEST
Brown 35. Dartmouth 28
Adams3S; 31. Fort
34 Hays St. 13
Colgate 38. Towson 14
k n
A
Akron
Kent
Cornell 31, Columbia 29
Alfred 55. Oberlin 16_ .
Delaware 35, Rhode Island 0
Augustana. III 31, Wheaton, III. 19
Duquesne 28, Lafayette 17
Bowling Green 35, Ball St. 14
East Stroudsburg 41. Mansfield 20
Butler 27, Lindenwood 16
Fairfield 42, La Salle 0
Cent Michigan 29. E Michigan 26
Frostburg St 23, Salisbury St, 22
DePauw 21 Wabash 7
Georgetown. DC 49. Canisius 6
Emporia St 45, Washburn 20
Holy Cross 37, Fordham 14
Ferns St 48. Grand VaHey St 23
Indiana. Pa 43. Shippensburg 16
Hanover 27, Franklin 10
Jackson St 30. New Haven 23
Illinois 46. Ohio St 20
Lehigh 48, Buckneii 27
Illinois St 24, E Illinois 17
MIT 13. Mass -Boston 0
John Carroll 50, Hiram 13
Maine 20, Northeastern 14.
Marshall 31. W Michigan .17
Manst 40 Iona 29
Michigan St 34, Northwestern 0
Michigan 31. Penn St 27
Millikiri 35. Elmhurst 0
Navy 45, Tulane 21
Minnesota 44, Indiana 20
New Hampshire 43 Connecticut 18
Missouri Valley 24. Baker 12
Penn 21, Harvard 17
Mount Union 26. Baldwin-Wallace 7
Pittsburgh 37, Notre Dame 27
N Dakota St 38, Morningside 6
Rutgers 24, Syracuse 21. OT
NW Missouri St 41. Cent Missouri 14
W. Maryland 37, Johns Hopkins 7
Nebraska 41. Kansas St 15
W. Virgina Tech 26, Concord 21
North Dakota 31, Nebraska-Omaha 13
-.Washington & Jefferson 51. Thiel 6
Ohio 40. Miami, Ohio 28
West Chester 55. Kutztown 30
Oklahoma 31, Iowa St 10
Williams 10, Amherst 7
Otterbein 37 Marietta 14
Yale 23. Pnnceton 21
Pittsburg St 29. Truman St 17
Youngstown St. 28, Villanova. 21
S Dakota St 28, St. Cloud St 19
SW Missouri St 62. Tenn.-Martin 7
Alabama 19. Mississippi St 7
South Dakota 35, Minn.-Mankato 29
Alabama A&M 35, Alcorn St 26
St Francis, Ind 40. Walsh 23
Alabama St 42. Prairie View 27
St Joseph's. Ind. 23, Wayne, Mich 15 .
Appalachian St 34, W Carolina 10
St Xavier 32. Iowa Wesleyan 12
Auburn 38. Georgia 21
Texas A&M 51. Missouri 14
Benedict 21. Kentucky St. 20
Toledo 44. N Illinois 14
Bethune-Cookman 26. Norfolk St 6
Valparaiso 30, Aurora 0
Catawba 24, Lenoir-Rhyne 7
W. Illinois 46. N Iowa 27
Cent. 'Florida 39. Middle Tennessee 14
W Kentucky 40. Indiana St 34, 20T
Cumberland. Tenn. 44. Union, Ky. 28
Wis -LaCrosse 22, Minn.-Duluth 21
Davidson 38. Austin Peay 22
WIS -River Falls 29. Winona Stale 20
Duke 48. Wake Forest 35
Wisconsin 41, Iowa 3
E. Kentucky 23, Tennessee Tech 20. 20T
SOUTHWEST
ETSU 28, Chattanooga 14
Ark,-Pine Bluff 44, Lane 28
East Carolina 48, Cincinnati 34
Arkansas 28. Tennessee 24,
Elon 41, Morehead St 6
Arkansas St 44, Nevada 28
Florida t20, South Carolina 3
Colorado 37, Baylor 0 .
Florida St. 49, Maryland 10
Louisiana-Monroe 37, Tulsa 34
Furman 30. Wofford 3
Oklahoma St 45. Kansas 13
Georgetown, •Ky. 35. Cumberland. Ky, 6
SMU 58. CS Northridge 16
Georgia Southern 51, Jacksonville St 14
Sam Houston St 21, Northwestern St C
Georgia Tech 45, Clemson 42
'Southern u 23, Texas Southern 14
Grambling St. 25, Winston-Salem 23
Stephen F Austin 73. Wingate 11
Guilford 15. Greensboro 14
TCu 27. North Texas 3
Hotstra 42, South Florida 23
Texas 58, Texas Tech 7
Houston 20, LSU 7
UTEP 30, Rice 29
Howard 42, Morgan St. 38
FAR WEST
James-Madison 31. Richmond 13
Air Force 35 UNLV 16
Kentucky 19. Vanderbilt 17
Azusa Pacific 42. Chapman 21
Louisiana Tech 41, UAB 20
Boise St. 45. New 'Mexico St 26
Maryville, Tenn. 21, Emory &-Henry 10
Cal Poly-SLO 24. St. Mary's Cal 21
Massachusetts 25, William & Mary 16
E Washington 30, Weber St 27
McNeese St. 24, Troy St 7
Hawaii 31, Fresno St 24. 20T
Memphis 14, Army 10
idaho 33. Montana 30
Moms Brown 20. MVSU 19
Idaho St 29, Montana St '1
N. Carolina A8T 30, Florida A&M 15
N Arizona 40 Portland S! 24
North Alabama 51. West Alabama 33
•
Oregon 24, California 19
S. Carolina St. 34. Detaware St. 14 Oregon St 28 Arizona 20
Samford 28, Nicholls St 24
Southern Cal 31, Washington St 26
Sewanee 30, Stillman 18
Stanford 50. Arizona St 30
Southern Miss. 48. Louisiana-Lafayette 0
UC Davis 55. W Washington 24
Tennessee St. 42, Murray St 4i
UCLA 23, Washington 20. OT
The Citadel 7. VMI 6
Utah 52. New Mexicc 7
Thomas More 23. Carnegie-Mellon 7
Wyoming 31. BYU
.sculum 42. Jacksonville 36

COLLEGE FOOTBALL SCORES

Memphis coach Price
resigns mysteriously
MEMPHIS. Tenn. API George "Tic- Price resigned as
University of Memphis basketball •
coach, eight days before he was to
begin his third season at the Con•
ference USA school.
No reason was given Sunday
night for the resignation.
Athletic director R.C. Johnson
appniNfed•--zinte-head coach
Johnny Jones interim coach for this
season. A national search to fill.the
position on a permanent basis will
begin immediatel, according to a
statement from the school.
"All terms of his resignation arc
confidential," Johnson said. "It may
come out eventually (what hap- pened), but it won't come from
me."
Price, 43. won .two Sun Belt
Conference championships at New
Orleans before taking over for
Larry Finch at Memphis. The Ti.
gers were 17-12 in his first season.
losing to Fresno State in the second
round of the NIT.

They were 13-15 last season and
one of the hest players from that
team.,guard Jimmie Hunter, was
'declared ineligible after the season
and left school. The news about Price was a surprise to members of the team,
which is scheduled to leave Friday
for the Maui Invitational, The Tigers meet Georgetown in the opening round Nov. 22.
"This means we've got to, get
ready and start over. We've got to
regroup." junior guard Marcus
Moody said Sunday night after the
team had a meeting with Jones.
He said Price also met with the
team. Sunday night but was not specific about his resignation.
"He said it was about his health,
and it was wearing on him physically,and emotionally." Moody
said.
University officials said .Price
told them he was leaving town Sunday night.

Check the depth of water -before jumping
into it. Diving depth should be at least nine
feet when diving from the edge ofthe pool.
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Tennessee St. 42, RACERS 41
By SCOTT NANNEY
Murray St
7 7 14 13 - 41
Sports Editor
19 14 0 9 - 42
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - So close, Tennessee St. First Quarter
and yet so far away.
TSU—Black 83 kickoff return (Goodowens
That's a microcosm of the Mur- kick failed), 15.00
ray State Racers' 1999 season. And TSU—Brantley 10 pass from Perkins
(Perkins pass failed). 13:33
it also mirrored Saturday's battle TSU—Hull 23 pass from Perkins
with Tennessee State for the Ohio (Goodowens kick), 6.57
MS— Boykins 28 pass from Fuente
Valley Conference crown.
(Miller kick), 4:02
As with their season, the Rac" Second Quarter
ers (6-4, 5-2 OVC) dug them- TSU—Sterling 50 interception return
selves an early hole and then gal- (Goodowens kick), 13:53
lantly fought their way back - MS—Tillman 52 pass from Fuente (Miller
kick), 10:33
only to come up one point short. TSU—Hull 10 pass from Perkins
Seth Goodowens' 37-yard field (Goodowens kick), 19
Third Quarter- -- ,
goal WithThree seconds left spoiled
29 pass from Fuente '(Miller
Murray's second-half comeback. MS—Perez
kick), 10-02
and propelled Tennessee State (10MS—Linville 1 run (Miller kick),
Fourth Quarter
0. 6-0) to its second straight league
title 42-41 at Adelphia Coliseum. MS—French 38 pass from Fuente
(Linville rush failed). 1021
"I think -it was a very unique MS—Manning 47 run (Miller kick),
situation," said a very somber Den- TSU--Black 30 pass from: Perkins
ver Johnson in his post-game press (Perkins, pass failed), 4 14
TSU—Goodowens FG 37, 0:00
conference.
A-11,135.
"Last year. we were behind by
MSU TSU
two and it was us kicking the
30
24
,field goal. And it was them kick- - First downs
Rushes-yards 38-24136-127
ing it this year ... Those are two Passing'
281
355
tough ways to lose a ball game." Comp-Att-Int 24-45-323-40-2
39
92
Before the crowd of 11,135 ever Return Yards
Punts-Avg,
5-41 5-47
got- comfortable in their seats, the Fumbles-Lost
•
4-1
2-1'.
Tigers had stunned the Racers for 'Penalties-Yards12-9014-123
19 unanswered points - getting an Time of Possession31:5928:01
83-yard run from Avion Black on
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
the opening kickoff, an 18-yard RUSHING—Murray St Manning 28-222,
interception return by linebacker Jackson 4-26. Linville 2-5. Fuente- 4Bennie Zeigler and a 23-yard strike (minus 12). Tennessee St.. Robb 19-91,
Brantley 6-36. Durden 2-10, Murray 1-8,
from quarterback Chris Perkins to Key
1-2, Jones 1-0. Perkins 6-(minus
Julius Hull.
20).
Murray dented the scoreboard PASSING—Murray St., Fuente 24-45-3with a 28-yard pass from Justin 355. Tennessee St., Perkins 22-36-2-271,
Murray 1-4-0-10.
Fuente to Shaun Boykins with 4:02 RECEIVING—Murray St. Prench 8-123,
left in the first quarter, and pulled Perez 5-78, Manning 4-18, Tillman 3-78.
to -within 26-14 on a 52-yard com- Boykins 3-45. Valenti 1-13. Tennessee
Sullivan 9-113, hull 5-78, Jones 3-11
pletion from Fuente to Terrence Till- St.,
Black 2-36, Robb 2-22, Key 1-11. Brantman.
ley 1-10.
But TSU capped a huge first
half as Perkins hooked up with 27 unanswered points to take a
Hull again on a 10-yard Pass 41-33.
MSU's furious comeback startwith just 19 ticks left for a comed
when Fuente connected with
manding 33-14 advantage at halfwideout
Joe Perez for a 29-yard
time.
-We didn't play well early." touchdown pass with 10:02 remainJohnson noted. "But I had all the ing in the third Period.
Fullback Tim Linville capped
confidence in the world that we
the
third-quarter scoring with a 1 would get the lead in the second
yard
dive at the 1:50 mark -as the
half ... I didn't know how quickRacers
drew closer at 33-28.
ly we would get it back, but 1
-Murray completed the comenew we would."
The Racers proved Johnson right - back minutes later when Jason
by blitzing Tennessee State with French corralled a 38-yard 'pass
from Fuente with 10:21 left.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

LOOKING FOR A HOLE: Murray State tailback Shadrach
;on looks for some running room during the Racers' 42-41
loss to Tennessee State Saturday at Adelphia Coliseum.
Linville ,
- run on the 2-point con- three plays gained just 6 yards in 8 catches for 123 yards.
to block the kick - just like they
version attempt failed, but the Rac- a 2:08 span. Murray was also
HOwever, the numbers were not did last year.
-ers took their first lead at 34-33. whistled for a crucial holding call enough for a heartbroken football
"We showed a lot of character
Tailback Jermaine Manning, who during the fatal drive.,
team.
rushed for 224 yards on 28 car-We just put ourselves in a
"It's a pretty tough thing to out there- today. I really feel like
ries, appeared to give the Racers heck of hole," Johnson said. "We deal with," said.+uente.- "We've we- deserved to win, this football
a commanding lead (41-33) with wanted to make our last drive a got a gobd bunch of guys and
a 47-yard touchdown run with 8:32 first down and salt it away, but good football team., But we had game, but it's one or those hard
to go.
we just couldn't do it."
our chances, and we just catne up, things that you have- to accept ...
Everything happens for -a reason.But the Tigers come storming
The loss spoiled a huge day a little short."
back with a 30-yard pass from for the Racer offense, which ,piled , Manning, who had his best game
Perkins to Black with 4:14 show- up 596 total yards to TSU's 408. as a Racer, reflected on the last • The Racers will conclude the regular season- this-• Saturday 'with
ing, setting up Goodowens heroJuktin Fuente threw for 355 two games against the Tigers.
ics in the waning seconds.,
yards on 24-of-45 passing while
"It was deja vu out there," said home .contest against Kentucky
The Racers' last drive ended after French led the receiving corps with Manning. "I thought we were going Wesleyan. Game time is 1:30 p.m:

Lady luck

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

DEJECTED: Murray State's Dwayne Potts kneels in disbelief afte the Racers' loss to TSU Saturday.

NASHVILLE, Term. - Dcncr
-Johnson's three-year stint as head
coach' of the Murray State Rav ers has often resembled that of a
bridesmaid.
And, on Saturday, he was once,
again left standing at the altar.
Seth Goodowens' 37-yard field
goal as time expired crushed the'
Racers' dreams of an Ohio Valley Conference championship. and
it gave the Tennessee State Tigers
their second title in as many seasons.
"plaYing for the conference
championship and, losing in the
final seconds - that's not an easy
thing to deal with," Johnson said
afterward.
For the second straight year,
Murray's championship and postseason hopes haye rested on a
field goal attempt.
Last fall, it was the Racers
who were down (46-44). But a
last-second field goal attempt was
blocked - sending the Tigers into
a wild- celebration that included a
dismantling of both Stewart Sta-

cially after all they Ve been through
Saturday's game was a sum- In 1999.
mary of the Racers' entire season
It would have been easy for
- a struggle early and near &rat- any team to throw in the towel
ification at the end.
after a 1-3 start. - However, the
But there would be no cause Racers hung tough and worked their
for celebration: on this day.
way back into contention for the
Murray's close call was just league championship.
one instance of the bad breaks
.!'We could have tanked the seathis program has suffered in the son after the way we started, but
last three years.
d um goalposts.
I knew we wouldn't do that,"
Tennessee State was.on the
During Johnson's first season,
Johnson noted. "I'm proud of this
other side - of the coin this time the Racers came within a game
team for that.around.
of winning the confecence. But,
Following Saturday's season
Poetic justice - right?
instead, they fell to Eastern Kenagainst Kentucky Wesleyan,
finale
Not hardly.
tucky.
Murray
State will say goodbye to
Instead, the Tigers had anothWhat has transpired since then
er chance to celebrate - but no has been one disappointment after a great senior class - one who
never gave up despite the odds.
goalpost destruction this time.
another. Hopefully, this team will be
Meanwhile, the Murray sideThe Raceis have suffered sevline was full of dejection. The Adel- eral heartbreatki,ng losses in the remembered for the courage and
phia Coliseum field looked like a last three seasons' - not to men- sportsmanship they showed on the
field of play - and not for the
battle ground, with blue and gold tion injuries to key players.
jerseys strewn from one end to
"I don't know how you can championship they didn't win.
the other.
Surely, justice will be served
explain this (game)," said John"They're heanbroke," said John- son. "We played our hearts out, in future seasons.
son. "And I'm just heartbroke for and we left everything on the field."
And, with any luck, Johnson will
these kids. I really wanted this
One can definitely say that the have his finger .sized for that elu(championship) for them; not for Racers deserved better - espc- sive ring.

Bills sweep Dolphins; Colts in first place in AFC East
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
The AFC East not only is the
NFL's best division, it's the most
top heavy.
The Buffalo Bills and Indianapolis Colts made certain of that
Sunday.
Buffalo beat Miami for the second time this seasmr. winning 231.as Doug Flutie threw a touchdown pass and Jonathan Linton
scored on a 4-yard run.

The Colts defeated the Ness versies and everything in the world
York Giants 27-19 and moved into except talking about our opponent,
a tie with Miami at 7-2. Buffalo which had beat us pretty good
is 7-3 and New. England. which before.- The biggest surprise in Week
plays the New York Jets on Mon10 came when the Cleveland
day night, is 6-2.
"We obviously weren't ready to Browns edged their big rivals, the
play,- Dolphins coach Jimmy John- Pittsburgh Steelers. 16-15. The
son said. "Buffalo blocked us; we expansion Browns' second victory
didn't block-them. We Couldn't tack- came two_mOnths after they lost
le- them: .We had a lot -of things their debut 43-0 at home to Pins=
going on, talking about how good burgh.
we were., and quarterback contro"This had to tea" the living

Seattle beat Denver 20-17 at
hearts out of the Pittsburgh Steelers," Browns defensive tackle John night. Atlanta was off 'this weekJurkovic said. "Too bad for them." end:
Bills 23, Dolphins 3
Also Sunday, it was MinnesoSteve Christie kicked field goals
ta 27. Chicago 24 in overtime;
Philadelphia 35, Washington 28:, of 31, 48 and 47 yards into the
Tennessee 24. Cincinnati 14; New wind and the Bills allowed the'
Orleans 24, San Francisco 6; St. Dolphins onlY 101 yards --- BufLouis 35, Carolina 10; Tampa Bay falo's third-best defensive per17......KansasSity I,0 Dallas 27, formance in history, and Miami's
Green Bay .13; Jacksonville 6. Bal- second-wqrst offensive production
timore 3; Arizona 23, Detroit 19; ever.
Antowain Smith rushed for a seaand Oakland 28. San Diego 9.

son-high 126 yards, the first back
to rush for more than 100 yards
against the Dolphins this season:
"It was niCe from beginning to
end." Flutie said.
Colts 27, Giants 19
Indianapolis won behind its
potent passing duo of Peyton Man:-.
fling and Marvin Harrison.
Manning 'hit Harrison on touchdown passes of 19- and 57 yarci,s
and • Terrence 'Wilkins scored on a
39-yard punt return.

